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ALUUQUEKQUE,

VOLUME 16

tlon concerning his wife, because my
brother could not find her Immediately
In Cerrlllos. After this I did not hear
from her again. The man which you
Europe.
Cold in
knew In Cerrlllos as Jack Reper 19
Vienna, April 18. Snow, blizzards
of Missouri now here In El Paso; he is my brother
Govsraor
Lieutenant
and severe cold prevail in the southand an honorable man and not W.
ern provinces of Austria, which Is
Walden. My brother will leave tonight
Cannot be Found,
quite unprecedented at this time. In
for Cerrlllos. Further I have to reVienna the suburban street car lines
mark that you will from now on leave
suspended operations and telephone
my brother alone (In peace). It was
and telegraph lines were uninterrupt- SHAMROCK
III BEING REPAIRED good will on his side, Inquiring about
ed. An immense amount of damage
you.
W.
was:
Walden's address
Is done in the. fruit growing districts.
Walden, In care of Kilpatrlck Bros. &
I can
Eight Hour Day Wanted.
Annual Session of the Academy of Collins, Nevada. That is all
write about Walden.
Louisville, Colo., April 18. At a
HERMAN PEPER.
mass meeting of the miners of the
Political and Social Science.
From the substance of the letter It
Northern coal field last night resolucan be taken that she had been seek
tions were passed calling for an eight
hour day after May 1. No trouble is DEATH OF SOUTHERN PACIFIC SURGEON ing to locate her husband, from whom
she had been separated a long time,
anticipated as several of the smaller
and that the husband had been looking
coal companies have already signified
for his wife. That the Jack Pcper men
their willingness to operate the mines
St. Louis, April 18. Mis. Lee,
tloned had taken it upon himself to
on this basis.
Lee,
of
Governor
wife
Lieutenant
S
mored cruiser West Virginia. It was
find the husband for the wife. The
8 who arrived here today, said re- almost noon when the big ship glided
Monday Night's Union Meeting.
difficulty
and hardships encountered
gardlng her husband's absence:
from the ways to tane its place in the
At Carpenters' hall, on West Gold
by
in seeking her husWalden
Mrs.
"It was on my advice that my
avenue, on Monday night there will be
list of the American navy.
band had undoubtedly unbalanced her
away.
went
not
He
husband
is
A distinguished party attended the a meeting of all the union men in the
mind.
In condition to appear before the
event, headed by Governor White, of c'ty. A matter of very great import-annc- e
A telegram was dispatched to Hergrand Jury."
will come up, and all interested
West Virginia, and his official staff,
Peper, the writer of the letter,
man
return,
and Including the West Virginia sen- should be on hand promptly at 7:30 X Asked when he would
who will be expected to throw some
ad-Isay,
to
refusod
Mrs.
Lee
but
ators and representatives and promi o'clock. Through some mistake there
light upon the mysterious suicide.
ded: "He is not running away.
nent officers of the army and navy was a notice published calling this
An Inquest will be held this afterThere was no subpoena served
who came from Washington. Tne meeting off, but It will be held as orlg
noon
at the undertaking parlors of O.
X upon him for the St. Louis grand
christening ceremony was performed mally intended.
W. Strong & Son, but nothing will be
Jury.
man,
a
X
sick
is
and
is
He
by Miss Katherine White, daughter of
done with the remains until word is reX not in condition at present to
The National Guard.
the West Virginia governor, and who
from the El Paso man and an
phyColonel
has received in
tke rart In thig affair. His - ceived
had as her maids of honor, her sisters, formation Borrodalls inspection
effort is made to locate her husband.
necesrendered
of
condition
the
that
sical
the
it
the Misses Grace and Ethel White and
rational guard has been postponed un X sary for him to go away."
BEING REPAIRED.
Miss Ashton Wilson, daughter of ex til
the middle of May and that a great V Conductor Gibson, of the train
Governor Wilson.
City
every
being
at
X on which Lee left Kansas
deal of interest is
shown
The Shamrock's Rigging Will Soon Be
As the sound of the hammer under where, except here. The Las Vegas X the round house, says be is not
Good as Ever.
slowly
Virginia's
keel
died
West
the
company has fifty, the cavalry troop X sure that Lee was on the train,
Weymouth, April 18. The Sham
was
away the waiting multitude
ES, the Las Cruces company 46, the X but a man answering his desert p- rock III. challenger for the America's
breathless in anticipation of the rapid Santa Fe company 60 and the Silver X tlon Ip said to have gotten on the
cup, which was dismantled In a squall
ly approaching moment when the 6,000 City company 60. Albuquerque is lag'
train for Chicago by mistake and
yesterday Is rapidly being overhauled
tons of shapely constructed armor glng behind. There is no reason why X he took the train goln Bouth at
The destruction of her standing gear
would leave the ways. Suddenly from this city should not have the crack
the rcund house.:
Everything
was almost complete.
the depths below came the measured company of the territory.
deck muBt be renewed. The
above
sound of a saw. As though by magic
wrecking crew Is not trying to save
ccmmand every sound was hushed and
FOUND DEAD.
much, the object being to clear away
HERSELF.
SHOT
expectant
a stillness fell over the
the wreckage as quickly as possible,
mass of humanity; every ear was Ghastly Domestic Tragedy In the City
Lloyd's agent Inspected the damage
of Pueblo.
strained to hear the sound of the
today.
Nn official estimate of the loss
Pueblo, April 18. Homer H. Hay
mighty steel blade as it slewly cut Its
An Insane Woman Puts Bullet Into is available, but it thought that 25,
formerly
special
policeman
cock,
in
way into the large oak plank which
000 will cover everything.
alone separated the sliding and the Denver, and his wife, Eva Haycock,
Her Breast.
Death of Railroad 8urgeon.
greased ways. As the bottle of cham were found dead In a room at C and
San Francisco. April 18. Dr. Mat
pagne was surrendered to Miss White Victoria streets at 11:30 today, each
thew Gardener, chief surgeon of the
the silence that pervaded the yard was with a 38 caliber pistol wound in their
CAUSED BY A LOST HUSBAND.
Southern Pacific, died this morning at
oppressive. Suddenly there was a snap, heads. From the position of the bodies
the railroad hospital In this city as the
the crackling of timber, and for an it would seem that the woman had
Instant the monster hull quivered on shot the man and then turned the
wo result of an operation for appendicitis.
a
Walden,
Mrs.
German
Martha
weapon on herself, as she had the reits bed.
Bad Man Captured.
In her hand when found. They man about thirty years of age, who
volver
Gathering strength and clutching came here from Segundo, Colo., two was employed as a cook at a ranch on
Denver, April 18. "Cherokee Bill,"
the gaily decked bottle more firmly as wees ago. The woman was working the mesa, east of the university, com who escaped from the county hospital
the ship started down the greased In the Colorado laundry and was sent
veRterdav morning and was captured
mitted suicide about 12:30 o'clock to- last night, will be taken to Pueblo on
ways, Miss White, the proudest young lor by
9
husband
o'clock.
about
her
woman in America, quickly broke the They were heard quarreling and short- day, by shooting herself through the Monday to stand trial on the charge
bottle against the receding bow. As ly afterward the shots were fired. No heart.
of robbing the postofflco at Carlton,
The rash act was commltteed under Powers county, this state.
the beautifully decorated bottle was cause is yet learned.
a temporary mental derangement.
crushed into a thousand fragments
There Is little known of the former
against the impresslonless steel prow
DISTRICT COURT.
TRIAL OF HOWARD.
history of Mrs. Walden. She had been
of the mighty warrior tne fair sponsor
working as cook at the ranch about
drew a breath of gratulatlon and from
eighteen days, previous to that time
her parted lips with womanly sweet
she was Btayiug at the Minneapolis
ness fell the words: "I christen thee Prisoner Denies That He
Fired Shot house, having been In the city only a Librado C. De Baca Found
West Virginia."
short time.
The great cruiser, radiant In bunt-ii.g- ,
of Forgery.
That Kiled Goebel.
red, white and blue, swept graceAbout a week ago she received a letfully down to meet iue blue waters of
ter from Cerrlllos which seemed to
worry her considerably. Yesterday an
the James, and in their embrace comOTHER COURT MATTERS,
HIS
DEFENSE
AN ALIBI.
plete the symbol of the starry flag.
other letter was received, which she
Cheering was incessant anr the air
curried around clutched tightly in her
was laden with caps and hats as the
band, and her actions were exceedingThe case of the territory vs. Librado
April
18.
Frankfort,
James
Howard ly strange.
enthusiastic multitude gave full vent
C.
de Baca, of Pena Blanca, charged
to their patriotic feelings. The big was called as the first witness for tha
This morning she accused
the
hull had meanwhile floated gracefully defense in his trial today for the mur- owner of the ranch of being an officer with the forgery of a check of Santos
out to midstream where she was der of Governor Goebel. He testified and meant to take her life. He Imme- Ortiz, of Santa Fe, on the First Nabrought to and anchored. For a quar- to arriving
here shortly before the diately tried to console her, intending tional bank, was tried yesterday afterter of an hour the tugs and other small
to bring her to the city and turn her
craft with which the river was filled, shooting. He repeated his former tes- over to the authorities. But when he noon, and the jury this morning retimony
kept up an incessant tooting of their
that he was in the Board of hitched up she would not get In the turned a verdict of guilty. The terriwhistles in honor of the latest addition Trade hotel, when he heard of the carriage, but started out on foot across tory's evidence showed that the deto Uncle Sam's navy. When everyone shooting and that he had not previous- the mesa, saying she was going to Cer fendant had, without authority, signed
had finished cheering the christening ly that day visited the state house rlllos, that she knew the man at that the name of Santos Ortiz to a check
party, numbering some 600 persons, giounds. His defense Is an alibi and place was her Jack. Further than for $9 upon the First National bank,
boarded the steamboat Newport News In support of this he gave the alleged that It was impossible to gain any In which he had cashed at the saloon of
which conducted them to Old Point movements of himself about the hotel formation about the man named Jack. Bachechl & Gloml, which the First
Comfort. Here they were the guests from the time of his arrival until after About noon she returned and was al National bank paid, and was unable
at an elaborate banquet furnished by the shooting. He denied that he knew most hysterical, fearing some one to charge to the acount of Ortiz. The
Calvin B. Orcutt, president of the Tfcylor, Culton or Goebel. Witness also would take her life. It was seen that defendant's story was to the effect that
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry denied emphatically that he ever saw she had reached an alarming state of he and Ortiz with others had been
drinking and gambling that night, and
Dock company, the builders of the Henry Youtsey until he met hlra in insanity.
She was watched closely
West Virginia and a number of the jail and he denied positively and em- and finally consented to be brought to that Ortiz became intoxicated and was
other crack cruisers and battleships of phatically that he ever received a let- the city. She bad gone to her room to unable to write his check and asked
the United States navy.
ter from Governor Taylor or did any get ready to make the trip when a sBot the defendant to do so, and while adThe cruiser launched today, when of the things to which Youtsey testi- was heard. The owner of the ranch mitting the writing of the check he
completed, will be one of the fastest fied. Howard had not concluded his rushed Into the room and found her claimed it was written by the express
of Ortiz.
ships in the service. She will be 602 story when the court took a recess.
ljlng across the floor with a smoking direction
The case of Ernest A. Tleten et al.
feet over all, nearly 70 feet beam, will
In her hand. She died almost
pistol
vs. the Bluewater Land & Irrigation
Patriots' Descendants to Dine.
displace more than 16,000 tons, and
company, suit for $ 10,000 for breach of
New York, April 18. At the annual Instantly without speaking a word.
draw 24 feet of water. Two sets of
Marshal MtMillin and O. W. Strong
triple expansion engines will develop banquet tonight of the Empire State & Sons were notified and drove out to contract, set for trial today, was continued until Monday, June 8, next, in
2J.OO0 horse power, which will drive society, Sons of the American Revolu- tne ranch to bring the dead body fn.
her at a speed of 22 knots. Hr bunker tion, there wll be launched a project
wag made for the letter, order to enable defendants to take a
A
search
capacity will be 1,850 tons, and she for the erection of a monument In which was supposed would solve the deposition of a witness In the PhilipBrooklyn In memory of the American
pines.
will carry 43 officers and 783 men.
mystery. It was found concealed In
I
The court gives notice to members
An armor belt, six inches thick at patriots who died in prison Bhlps in the bosom of ber dress, and was writthe maximum, will protect her, and Wallaboiit bay during the revolution. ten In German, which, when trans- of the bar that ou Monday morning,
jpril 20, at 9:30 o'clock, the civil
four 8 inc h guns In turrets will consti- During recent excavations at the lated, read as follows:
i Brooklyn
navy yard preparatory to
docket would be called for the purpose
tute her main battery. Fourteen
El Paso, Texas, April 3. Mrs. Mar- of setting civil cases for trial, in which
rapid fire guns will make up her broad- i' laying the keel of the new battleship
tha Walden: Your letter I have
fam-jouhave been waived.
sides, and she will carry a secondary Connecticut the hull of one of the un-- s
You would like to know what Juries
;
revolutionary
was
prison
ihlps
battery of eighteen 3inch, twelve
I know of your husband. This I shall
Word reached this city today that
four
automatics, earthed.
tell you In short words. He was here James S. Black, formerly foreman of
rapid-fire- ,
aufour
six Colt
in El Paso in September, looking for the Morning Democrat, and Mrs. A. K.
Fatal Collision.
tomatic, two machine guns and two
Indianapolis, April 18. As the result Ins wife; could not stay here very long Bacua, who conducted a boarding
field pieces.
of a collision between an interurban l ecause he had not much money. From house on West Gold avenue, were unThe West Virginia is of the same car and an automobile today Dr. Chas. here he was sent by an employment ited In the holy bonds of wedlock the
type as the Nebraska, California, Mary- Howard, of St. Paul, In.!., was killed, agency to Nevada, from where he other day, the ceremony being perland, Colorado and South Dakota; all and Richard Rice, of this city, badly wrote me. I have answered his letter, formed at Denver. They will reside
of which when completed will be bu- - injured.
but could not give hlu any Infornia- - at Butte, Mout.

FIGHT WITH
BANK ROBBERS

perlor tn 'fighting capabilities to any
rmored cruiser now in service or
irojected.

LEE

ISJBSENT

One of the Burglars Killed
in the Melee.

HEAVY IMMIGRATION WESTWARD

A

A- -

V

NUMBRIt 4'i
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BRIBETAKERS
BEING INDIGTE
Missouri State Senators
by Grand Jury.

x-- dioted

THOUSANDS OF IMMIGRANTS COMING

Launching of the Dig United States War
Ship West Virginia.

Kansas Dank and Postohlco Entered, by
Robbers and Looted Last Night.

Wampum, Pa., April 18. In a battle
following an unsuccessful attempt to
rob the FirBt National bank of this
place one man was killed and another
seriously wounded. The dead man was
one of the burglars and he has not yet
been identified. The wounded man Is
Henry Willoughby, a baker, who surprised the burglars while at work. His
injuries are serious but not fatal. Willoughby was passing the bank at an
early hour on his way to work when he
was suddenly confronted by a man who
at the point of a revolver ordered him
to throw up his hands and be quiet. He
did so, but in his right hand was a revolver and a moment later both men
fired at each other. Two other men
rushed from the bank and took a hand
In the shooting. The fight aroused the
people in the vicinity of the bank and
they were soon at the scene of the battle, but the burglars had fled. The
men had broken into the banking
rooms, but had not completed drilling
the safe and the attempt at robbery
was unsuccessful. This morning the
body of one of the burglars was discovered in a vacant lot In the upper
end of town. As the bullet wound was
in the heart it is presumed that his
companions had to drag or drive their
dying comrade from the bank to where
he was found. Willoughby was shot in
both legs and it is supposed he fired
the shot that killed the burglar. Great
excitement prevails in the town and a
posse has been organized to pursue
the buiglars.

Jefferson City, April 18. It is only a
matter of conjecture as to who were
Indicted here today by the grand Jury
last night In connection with the legis

Heavy Immigration to the West.
Chicago, 111., April 18. Western passenger traffic officials confidently predict that this season's Immigration to
the west will far surpass that of any
former year. Thus far this spring the
movement to the southwest and northwest through this city has been
large, and it is Increas
ing ag the weather grows warmer. It
is estimated that more than 15,000
homeseekerB have passed through Chi
cago thvs far this month on their way
to various sections of the west. The
movement to the attractive sections of
the British northwest is reported also
as being heavier this year than ever
before.
BIG BATTLESHIP.

The Steel Clad Cruiser West Virginia
Launched.
Newport News, Va., April 18. It is
estimated that 25,000 people witnessed
the launching here today of the ar

BAPTIST MISSION
An

Important

Meeting

BOARD.

Held

Here

Yesterday Afternoon,
FACTS ABOUT MEETING.

A meeting of the New Mexico Bap
list mission board was held yesterday
afternoon at the home of Rev. Herman
J. Powell, on South Broadway. The
principal work before the mission
board was a consideration of the ex

tension of the mission school work in
New Mexico, which developed into the
action of the board in ordering a new
school to be erected at Alcalde, north
of Sauta Fe, In Santa Fe county, and
improvements were ordered made in
the school at Velarde. The Baptist
missions board is branching out and
doing excellent work In educational
lines. The action taken by the board
yesterday Is one of the most Important
extensions in the enlightening work
in the southwest.
Dr. N. B. Rlordan, of Omaha, general
i
superintendent of the
division of the Baptist home mission
society, who was In attendance at the
meeting, left last night with W. H.
Rashel, principal of the Baptist mission school at Velarde, for the site of
the new school which Is to be erected
in Santa Fe county. II. F. Hammond,
president of the First National bank
of Clayton, who attended the meeting
in company with his wife, returned to
Clayton last night.

k

I

,

I

lature bribery charges. Sheriff Smith
Is out of the city and his return is
watched with Interest, for he will
serve the warrants. Tl'o grand Jury
will report late this afternoon and It is
said on authority that four more in
dictments will be returned for bribery
and these will prolwhly be against
state senators, two of whom live in St.
Louis. These indictments will be In
with alum legislation.
connection
Judge Hazell today took under advisement the cases of Page and Hlckoz,
who refused to state to the grand Jury
from whom they received bills of the
denomination of $1,000 and $500, until
April 27, to which date be will adjourn
court today.
Circuit Attorney Folk has given
Sheriff Dickens instructions to exert
every effort to locate Senator Farris
and other senators wanted by the
grand jury. It is thought possible that
Farris" went to his home at Steelvllle.
Attachment may be Issued for him if
he Is found.
Rev. Crayton S. Brooks, of Jefferson
City, was one of the first witnesses to
greet Folk today. He gave Folk his
views of boodllng at the capitol.
Other witnesses are Representatives
George K. Lleber and Joseph R. Lee,
of St. Louis, and J .T. Craighead.
Why Lee la Hiding.
St. Louts, April 18. "Lieutenant
Governor Lee is absent from St. Louis
because he Is physically unable to undergo the strain of testifying before
the grand jury. He has undergone a
terrible nervous strain In the last few
months and must have rest," said
Robert E. Lee, brother of the lieutenant governor. "I do not know his address tn Chicago, but I have reasons
to believe that be is there and I will
prolably hear from him today. He is
simply getting into condition to testify
before the grand jury. He needs quiet
for a week or bo and he is going to get
It. He will be in St. Louis to testify
before the grand Jury soon, probably
Monday. I know that to be his inten
'
tion!"
The grand Jury today resumed Invei
ligation of the baking powder legisla
tion charges but several of the wit
nesses summoned did not appear.

promotion of the
railroad, sails today for Colon en rout
to Chill. Later he will proceed to
Buenos Ayres, which he will make his
headquarters for some time, making
trips thence into Brazil and the Atlantic states. He will shape his return,
trip through Bolivia, Peru, and Colombia, reaching the last named country
next November.
Much
interest la
manifested In the railroad Interests In
Dr. Pepper's mission.
Primrose Day Observed.
London, April 18. Primrose day,
ctherwlse the anniversary of the death
of
Beaconsfleld, who. died April
19, 1881, was generally celebrated her
s
today. About
of the peoplo
In the streets wore primroses in their
buttonholes. Beaconsfleld 's statue In
Parliament square was very effectively
c'.tcorated with wreaths and other flor
al offerings sent from many parts of
the world.
two-third-

Union of Railway Clerk.
Chicago, April 18. If plans forma-late- d
at a conference . h.eld at the
Brlggs house today go through the result will be the permanent organization ot a national union of railway
clerks. The organization ot the clerks
will leave no branch of railroad em
ployea unorganised.
Thla movement
has been under way for some time
and the new union will be affiliated
with the American Federation of La
bor.
David Padllla, who waa arrested yes
terday morning with the harness
stolen from the barn of Isaac Cox, ot
Brockmeler & Cox, more than a year
ago, was not given a hearing in Justice
Crawford's court this morning, but will
be held until Investigations have been
made. Padllla has always borne av
good reputation, and the officers are
inclined to believe his story, that he
purchased the harness from a colored
man in Alameda.
Manager A. B. McGaffey, ot the Hyde
company, has returned from the Nto
vao Indian reservation, where he spent
several days, securing the best and
most expert InfltSU purlo producer
f
v.
Tniil- -iuq tK.lnHtrlal
.uvwvvi tn.
the.
Ijctuceeui in the great Indian congress,
at Coney i,ian(J tn, ,um.
mer. He was successful In securing
the artists he desired, and they will
depart for the famous summer resort
in a few days.

Thousand of Immigrant.
New York, April 18. This mouth Is
A DEMENTED
GRADER.
expect ?d to break all records for immigration at this port. At the close of
today's business 64,000 aliens had
passed Ellis Island In eighteen days,
Those scheduled for the remainder of Removed From Hospital to the County
this month indicate that the total for
Jail in Old Town.
April will exceed 90,000. May ot last
year with 82,000 immigrants is a record month at the island. Reports from
IN A BAD CONDITION.
European sailing ports indicate that
more than 100,000 aliens will arrive
next month.
Eli.ie Hayes, a friendless demented
Glass Works Closing Down.
railroad grading man, who was brought
Pittsburg. April 18. The fires in all to the St. Joseph's hospital about two
the factories controlled by the Federa weeks ago from the Lantry grading
tion Window Glass company and the camp on the Santa Fe cut off, was
Independent Window Glass company taken to the county Jail this morning;
will be blown out today and production
until he can be sent to the Insane
will cease for an indefinite period. The
home at Las Vegas.
American Window Glass company alHayes was taken sick with pneuready has closed all but Its machine- the grading camp some three
equipped plants so that today's shut- monia atago.
He became seriously HI.
weeks
down means complete Idleness during
the medical attendance at the
the summer for the thousands of men and
employed in the window glass facto- camp being limited, he was sent to this)
ries of the Pittsburg, Ohio and Indiana eity and placed under the care ot Dr,
Wroth at the sanitarium. Before he
districts.
had fully recovered from the attack;
of pneumonia he showed signs of inBank Robbed.
Emporia, Kas., April 18 Cracksmen sanity. For the past week it has been
wrecked the vault and safe of the necessary to keep a guard over him.
Allen State bank at Ellen, a small His cries and yelling disturbed the
town ten miles north of here early to- other patients so much that it was
day and escaped with $2,700. Build- necessary to have him removed.
Hayes is a man past the prime of
ing also was badly damaged by the
explosion. At Admire, another small life and there Is little hope of his retown a few miles east of Allen, the covery. He will be detained at the
county jail until arrangements can be.
I ostoftlce was broken into and a small
amount of money taken.
made to send him to Las Vegas.

Intercontinental Railroad.
Edward Grunsteld, ot the Equitably
April 18. Charles M. Life Assurance society, who waa at the!
Pepper, United States commissioner Las Vegas hot springs the past week!
to South America, charged with, the or ten days, ha returned to the city,
New York.

"
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If anybody hi sick at your house, that make it all the moie
that yos should come here for the medicines which your doctor
The markets of the world do not afford purer drugs than re
Our stock of DKUGS and SUNDRIES is full and complete

H. BRIQOS & CO.,

15.

PROPS. ALVARADO

PHARMACY
FIRST STREET

CORNER QOUO AV8.

IS

IKtlll)

JMiUIUfrOUC
UUOHES

.

AOO
,n
iuuk, ao
lueorgia marine, ii ib iao
migfrij feet wide at its center, and 220 feet
high from the basement to the top 01
f

i
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.

,
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McCREIUHT, Publishers

the dome.
Editor
Tboa.
W. T. llcC'relght....MgT. aod City Editor
As a railroad tourist orator, Roosecannot equal McKlnley and falls
velt
Weekly.
Dally
and
Published
far behind Harrison. It Is probable
tl.at Harrison was the most effective
lift' hand talker who ever occupied the
UNIONjjflLABkl
White House.
Hug-he- s

In 18S0 the total number of insurance policies In force In the United
States was 916,364, with a valuation of
At the end of the year
$1,584,717,001.
Dispatches
Associated Press Afternoon
had Increased to
number
1901
the
Largest City and County Circulation
representing a value of $9,
The Largest New Mexico Circulation 693,846,948.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY

Copies of this paper mar be found on
The death of a woman at Monmouth,
Is st Washington In the office of our
pedal correspondent, K. Q.D.filggera, (18 ill., resulting from Insanity Induced by
C.
hypnotism, should serve as & warning
F street N. W., Washington
to the foolish ones who, from mere
Subscription.
of
.Terms
curiosity,
dabble with forces of which
year
$5.00
Dally, by mail, one
no 'conception. Leave the
they
have
2.50
Dally by mail, six months
learned at least do not
to
occult
the
1.25
Daily, by nail, three month
on your friends.
60 experiment
Dally, by mail, one month
60
Daily, by carrier, one month
15 POSITION OF MANUFACTURERS.
Daily, by carrier, one week
8.C0
Weekly, by mall, one year
The resolution adopted by the NaThe Dally Cltisen will be delivered tional Association of Manufacturers
la the city at the low rate of 15 cents upon the relation of employers and
per week, or for CO cents per month, employes form a distinct definition of
when paid monthly. These rates are the position which the leading manuless thaa those of any other daily pa facturers of the United States take In
per In the territory.
regard to this highly important mat
ter.
They declare that employes have a
right to organize unions, and that with
ue regard to contracts, they have a
right to leave the service of their employers.' They also declare, however,
that corresponding rights belong to
the employers of labor, that no discrimination should be made against a
workman because he is not a member
of a union, and that all men should be
tree to work whenever they have an
without reference from
It Is the Invested dollar that builds ODDortunitr.
other men of the same trade.
tip cities.
Boycotts and black lists are both
condemned,
and employers and em
The city of Santa Fe Is promised
are advised to settle their diffree mail delivery about September 1. ployes
ferences by conference and agreement
persona
in the Unit Instead of by lockouts and strikes.
There are 3,636
d States who are one hundred years

old. '

Band: To forgive a fault In another
ta more sublime than to be faultless
one's self.
One pound of washed wool produces
on an average a yard of cloth thirtysix Inches wide.

-

There are 51.638 divorced people in
the United States, of whom 32,206 are
women, and 18,384 are men.
A new word has been coined by the
Raton Gazette. It Is "petroleumolo
gist," a man who locates oil and never

makes a mistake.
The mint at Philadelphia turned out
tcore than 70,000,000 bright new cents

last year, one piece for every man,
man and child

In

wo

the United States

The state experimental station

of

the University of Minnesota

has sue
ceeded, after long and patient efforts
In growing potatoes and tomatoes on
the same vine.

Infant mortality is sometning fright
ful. We can hardly realize that of all
the children born in civilized coun
tries, nearly
die before they
reach one year.
one-fourt- h

The mining and fuel industries are
now carrying every ounce of wage
scale the Industries can stand up under. The merchants and business Interests know this to be true.

Starting In a small way fifteen years
ago Chicago's municipal electric light
plant, now the largest In the world,
baa according to Its current report,

lld

for itself and has $136,000 to Its

credit.
Delegate Wilson, of Arizona, says

that he will oppose the uniting of

Ari-son-

a

and New Mexico Into one' state.
This was to be expected. Mr. Wilson
Is a democrat, and naturally opposed
tc things.
The tattle raisers will all have money on and after the May delivery. The
langes are fine and the rattle In good
Shape, and buyers are paying $15, $18
and $20 a bead for one, two and three
year olds.
The output of the Lake Superior copper district last month exceeded
pounds of refined copper, the
largest amount produced in any single
month since the metal was first mined
in that section. The production of the
lake district is Increasing gradually.
The new Minnesota capital building,
which Is soon to be completed at a
cost of $4,500,000, will be one of the
most stupendous public buildings in
the world. Constructed entirely of

dlnary failures cannot but be of Inter
est both to the proiessor of political
economy and to the practical business

SENATOR SUTTON

man.

of Burlington, Vt., Dots Not Wait for
INDIAN

Sickness.

8CHOOL NOTE3.

Among the improvements noticed at
the school during the past week are
several new flower beds marked out
and planted, also the plaoe being prepared for a new blue grass lawn between the boys' and girls' home. We
also notice a new coal house and some
new sidewalk between the clerks'
and carpenters' cottages. This greatly adds to the appearance of their
back yards, as well as to the comfort
of the occupants.
The school room teachers are also
having their ground prepared, where
they will take their pupils out and
teach thorn the principles of gardening
and Irrigating.
Supervisor Wright has been attending court this week, as he is looking
after the Interest of the Pueblo of

1882

1903

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Bole Agenta for Casino Canned Goods,

Jaa. Heekln ft Co.'i Coffees,
Granite Flour.

HE USES

Paine's Celery
Compound

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PAS8ED FACILITIES

Staple and Fancy Groceries
114 South Second 8trtet
HUsboro Creamery

Butter

THE

Best on

Earth.

The Spring Health Giver, Whenever Ovtfera Solicited.
Hs Feels
and Thus
Maintains Regular Health
and Vigor.

BANK

The Union
Market
f
II.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHI80N, TOPEKA

J.

Fancy Groceries

o

8ILVER CITY.

From the Enterprise.
A local lodge of Red Men will be or
ganized In this city next week. The
lodge starts out well with a charter
membership of over thirty representative citizens.
George Cundlff and Robert Golding
spent several days In El Paso this
week. Mr. Cundlff was accompanied
home by his Interesting family, who
will reside here In the future.
Joe O'Rlelly, the agent for the Washington Life Insurance company for
MAY BE MUZZLED.
New Mexico and Arizona, arrived in
The dispatches state that Secretary the city on business for his company,
Root of the war department has taken
T. C. McDermott, of the Faywood
prompt action in the matter of the pub Hot Springs hotel, was in
the city lay
lished interview of General Frank D. Ing In supplies for his big hostelry.
Baldwin, commander of the depart Mr. McDermott reports business good
ment of Colorado, in which that officer at the resort.
spoke of the negro and Filipinos as if
Miss Fannie Fleming, the pretty and
they were no better than dogs. The accomplished daughter of Col. J. W.
objectionable language was published Fleming, was confined to her bed dur
under a Denver date on the day It was ing the latter part of last week, but
supposed to have been uttered. The has so far recovered as to be up and
secretary has taken no action further around again, much to the delight of
than to address a note to General Bald her many friends.
win asking for an explanation. It Is
Pascal R. Smith, who is Interested in
needless to say that provided the promoting the big sanitarium proect
quoted language is found to be true at Deming, was in town this week. He
there will be a new man in command was accompanied by his daughter,
of the department of Colorado Imme Miss Lillian, who spent the day visit
diately. This is a republican adminls ing her college friend, Miss Ebersole
tration and it Is working for the best at the Hotel San Vicente.
Interests of the entire epople regard
W. N. Hager, formerly station agent
less of race or color.
at Mesllla Park, is now owner of some
mighty fine farm land In the Mesllla
valley, was In the city Tuesday look'
THE ICE WATER HABIT.
The American people have the ing into the local alfafa market Mr,
unique and surprising habit of drink' Hager Is enthusiastic over ranching
prospects In the Mesllla valley for the
ing Ice water.
coming year. Crops are in splendid
The time selected for this extrao
d'nary custom is still more surprising, condition and the river is flowing full
It is drunk at meals! Think of this with the promise of pleuty of water
thing. The American comes to his for the summer months.
meal with bis stomach, or what is left
of it, to work on the food be eats for
life and strength. The stomach can
The dvspeptic may well be represented
only work at a temperature of 98 de pictorially as being half masculine
and
grees, F. The body forces must be half feminine, and combining the least
In desirable characteristics of either sex.
used to keep up this, temperature.
the midst of this stomach work the He has all the stublorunes8 of the man
American pours Into It gills, pints, and with the peevish irof a sick
even quarts of Ice water at a tempera ritability
woman.
He's not
ture of approximately 32 degrees F. pleasant company
at
All stomach work Is thereby arrested home or abroad.
until this frost temperature Ib overDr. Pierce's Golden
Discovery
come, and the body temperature of 98 Medical
degrees
Think of such cures dyspepsia and
other diseases of the
stupid, unnecessary waste of force!
and associThe American people are alone In stomach
ated organs of digesthis bad habit. No wonder they are tion and nutrition.
the prize dyspeptics of the world.
It renews physical
health which carrier
with it cheerfulness
INSURING AGAIN8T BAD DEBTS
of temper, and makes
Several recent failures in the busi life a pleasure instead
ness world have again called attention of a penance.
The " Discovery
to the possibility of minimizing the ef
purifies the blood by
fect of Biich failures by means of credit eliminating
the cor- I
"y
insurance. Almost every kind of catas rupt and poisonous
trophe is now shorn of its full powers accumulations from
of destruction by means of Insurance which disease is bred.
of one kind or another. Why not deal It increases the acg
with the catastrophe of Insolvency In tivity of the
glands, so
the same way?
increasing the sunnl v
The first attempt to use credit insur- of pure rich blood, which gives life
to
ance in this way was made in England every organ of. the body. It gives new
and in France about 200 years ago. life aud new strength.
Perhaps because It lacked the InformaYour 'Golden Medical Dinrovety has per.
a wonderful cure," write Mr. M. H.
tion which is now furnished by mer- formed
iiuuac, 01 1 nariraion,
Co., Ark.
had
the doctors sav. that
cantile agencies the credit Insurance the wont catc ul 1yx-pi-.
they ever fta w. Afler trying- aevea doctor! and
companies of century belore last did everytnin
I could hear of with no benefit. I
Dr. Pierce Ouldeu Medical Discovery and
not succeed. Of late years the credit tried
sow I ant cured."
Insurance Idea has been revived and
Accept no substitute for "Golden Medhas met with better luck. Its applica- ical Discovery." There is nothing "just
tion to ordinary losses from ordinary as good" for diseases of the stomach,
insolvency and to the extraordinary blond and hin.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,r
conditions resulting from extraor- icoo Ure pages in paper covers, is sent
fret on receipt cf ji one-cestamps to
pay expeuf of
only. Address
on ever
V.
Dr.
K.
Pierce,
Bunalo,
Y,
N.
bos. y.

Half and Half.

j

Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Broa.

8IMON BALLING,

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
Albuquerque, N.
8. First 6L,

SANTA FE RAILWAY

M. flOORE

ABSTRACTS OP TITLB TO BERNA1 ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES lAIB)
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

,

M.

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

JOE RICHARDS,

Next Doer to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

CIGARS
H3V4 West Railroad Avenue.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R, P. HALL,

Old Phone 69
New Phone 152.
Residence, New Phone 853.

...J. W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Actual Experience
Year
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and

THE JOHN BECKER GO.,

Parlors

Holler Mills and Elevator

307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
Open Day and Night

r
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Ccl Year

Sinmcr
Made

See the new Knox Pantourts hat.
cornea in the light beaver color. The
swelle8t thing in the market. Simon

Sell

at

WILLIAM

Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o

Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

GLEASNEft

PROFESIONAL CARDS

THE TAILOR

DENTISTS.
W. V. Wolvin, D. D. 8., .
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phonea.

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
mail. Automatic 'phone 167; Old
'phone 62.

216
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SCCOIISt.
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The famous little pills.

9

When you want to buy Flour and JB ran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
THE JOHN BEOKEK OO., Props.

BELEN, N. M

Edmund J. Alger, D. O. 8.

Railroad avenue.
M
a. mfl
12:30 p.

to

Telephone
mail.

Office hours, 8:80
m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Appointments made by

462.

LAWYERS.
Bernard C. Rodey

ATTORNET-AT-LAAlbuaueraue. N
M. Prompt attention aiven to all business
pertaining; to the profession. Will practice In all courts of tbs territory and be
fore the United States land office.

,

Ira

M. Bond

F street N. W.,
Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters patent,
trade marks, claims.
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW-

William D. Lee

blood-makin-

1

AVENUE
WE8T KAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY

107

4

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Staple and

!on.

and homes. When the first
warning symptoms of physical weak
ness and disease are experienced, wise
and prudent men and women Invaria
bly seek new vitality, health and
strength In nature's health builder,
Paine's Celery Compound. If the reader
of this article finds It difficult to obtain
restful sleep, If nervousness and weak
ness are causing alarm, if the blood Is
impure and sluggish, if rheumatism
neuralgia,, dyspepsia, kidney or liver
troubles are commencing to annoy, fol
low the safe and wise example of ex
Mayor Button, of Burlington, Vt., use
Paine's Celery Compound and prompt
ly banish the little ills; do not wait till
you are sick. One bottle, as a rule
will brace the nerves, correct impaired
digestion, cleanse the blood, and make
you robust and strong. Read Senator
Sutton's cheering testimony:
"People have often asked me how
managed to keep bo well, for although
out in nearly all kinds of weather, and
traveling considerably, I have no aches
or sickness. My one answer has been
that Instead of waiting until I am sick
in bed and forced to stop work for a
the
while, whenever I feel
least bit, I take Paine's Celery Compound, which keeps me well and
strong. It is a great deal better, in
my opinion, to take a medicine that
keeps one well, rather than to wait for
sickness and then hunt around for a
medicine or a doctor. I have been a
hearty advocate of Paine's Celery
Compound since it was first made a
great many years ago, and have yet to
hear of a case in which It has failed to
fulfill its promises."

M.

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

n-

offices

N.

5

A. SKINNER

M. SUTTON.

ALBUQUERQUb.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8, OTERO, President
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W, J. JOHNSON, Asst Caahler
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOVON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M.
J. C BALDRIDGE

y

E.

OF

EXTEND8 TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

SSaC'

206

COMMERCE

Free Delivery

Paine's Celery Compound is more
talked of in the springtime in each
tOT Wast Gold Avsnus.
state, city, town and village, than any
other medicine now before the public.
It has a piace In the homes of the
wealthy, Influential and intellectual; it
is the disease banisher that has the entire confidence of our men and women
stores,
Ramon Johnson has been on the who toil dally In workshops,
Is
on
now
sick Hat for a few days, but
the mend.
The children will be given a party
sssvSsksW
In the assembly hall this evening.
superinMiss Estelle Reel, national
tendent of Indian schools, passed
through the city last evening. She had
planned to stop over and visit the
school, hut she received a telegram
IvjS-avs
,Vf
WM. GOETTING ft CO., Proprietor.
her to be in Chicago on Monday so she could not stop over.
The best news we have to relate Is
All klnda of Fresh Meats handled.
last evening of
about the arrival
Sausage making a specialty.
twenty-eigh- t
fine bright Navajo boys.
fresh from the reservation. Dr. Wood
J.
has been out at Fort Defiance for the
Dealer ipast few days and secured these boys
for the Albuquerque school. He goes
back this evening for another delega- JEMEZ A SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carrie the U. tJ. mail; only line with
change of stock en route; good rigs.
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every day in the week, except
Sunday, at 6 a. m. For particulars
address W. L. Trimble ft Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. ti. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemez, N. M.

OF

ATTORNET-AT-I.A-

T. Armijo building.

fe fir

Office, room 7, N.
In all

Will practice
the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

Albuquerque, N.
U. Office, First National Bank building.
ATTORNET-AT-T.A-

Cheap California Trip

Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-AT-LArooms I snd I. N.
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.

In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fust train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

OfflCS.

diock, AiDuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell

John H. Stlngls
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

laaulrs ef local afsnt

Cromwell block,

PHYSICIANS.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
HomeoriattiUi Phvalclan.
Whiting Block.
Room 17,

fi

fP J " 8

TO

Los Angeles,

San Francisco

Santa Fe

Tou will
like the

Service
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Rapidly come the days when you need warm weather wearables. We have made
great preparations this year to have just what is strictly correct and
In only one way we can demonstrate to you that we have the stock and that is to
have your strictest investigation. Remember it is no trouble for us to show goods.
up-to-dat-

'

FIGURED
LAWNS

1

.Hill

s

Thos F Keleher

k

rd

WASH SILKS

of

decolorings-t- wo

Sic yd

yards no two alike
grade of silk

S2.50
PATTERN

LAWNS....
of very sheer quality
beautiful colorings
same fabric sold
last season for 20o a
yard

also the better

endless variety

that
for

we

are

C

offering1

each

This week was never
known before in the
city.

for

UNION
SUITS
rom LADIKB

we hive four distinct
styles to show you.

48c suit

Waists in an endless
variety w h 1 1 e and
colored.

with the lace trimmed and
flare umbrella leg knee
length special

PI.00

other styles in finer goods

to 7 So yd

LACES

grades

in a greater variety
than ever,such values

toe, 20c
12c,
mutt up to 7 Be.

No other store In the city
or territory can show you the
range of prices or the assortment so complete In Swiss,
Cambric and Nainsook Edge-lng- s
and I nsertions Prices
from

2o

yd

We have In

lOo each

EMBROIDERIES AND
.... LA CES. ...

DIMITIES AND

WAISTS

We gained quite a teputa-tio- n
last season on our superb
stock of Ladles' Underwear.
We are going to do still better
this year. No lady should go
out of onr store until she has
seen the regular shaped, low
necked and sleeveless vests for

best

e.

SHIRT

UNDER VESTS

patterns of four

In waists

signs and
solid cases no
two patterns alike
regular 10c lawns for

Awarded
llitftosi Honors World's Fair.
S, Gov't Cknisfo
Hishost Tests

-

great array

A

Mi
mmm

six-mil- e

3
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Owing to a serious attack of neural- Special concessions are made for pargia, Fireman McCannon Is still off ticularly difficult runs, such as the
duty.
Malta hilt and Ibex branches, where
In less than one year an American the Increase Is 10 per cent The pasvia- senger mileage has been reduced from
company has built twenty-seve125 to 100 miles a day maximum, and
railroad,
Uganda
on
the British
ducts
using 8,000 tons of steel In the work. from 75 to 70 miles per day minimum.
Engineers on switch engines have
Jack Taft, engineer on the
their worlng day reduced from twelve
Mln-ral
City branch, Is at
hours at $3.25 to ten hours at $3.50,
Wells, Texas, for his health. For with 36 cents an hour for overtime.
some time Mr. Taft has been In poor Firemen on switch engines receive
health.
$2.45 for ten hours, instea-- of $2.35 for
A meeting of the baggage agents of twelve hours. The old classified serv
Texas will be held at San Antonio next ice for engineers has been abolfshed,
week to discuss important matters. and engineers newly appointed hereOne of them Is the transportation of after receive $4 per day frm the start.
dead bodies.
There are a number of changes In the
The Fort Smith ft Western railroad, method of handling grievances, and
now building 200 miles from Fort the men are given several concessions
Smith, Ark., to Outhrle, will establish that will make their work easier.
full train service next Monday, over
Makes a Clean 8weep.
120 miles of the road completed benothing like doing a thing
There's
I.
T.
tween Fort Smith and Weleetka,
Of all the salves you ever
thoroughly.
J. C. Balcom, a civil engineer in the
Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the
employ of the Santa Fe Central Rail- heard of, sweeps
away and cures burns,
way company, who has been working best It
boils, ulcers, skin
cuts,
sores,
bruises,
Wedat Kennedy, arrived in Santa Fe
piles.
eruptions
and
It's only 25c, and
nesday and came on to this city, where guaranteed to give satisfaction
by all
he will visit for a few days. From here druggists.
he will go to Denver, his former home,
for a visit.
Alvarado Trio.
The Rock Island Railroad company.
Trio will render the
Alvarado
The
It Is reported on good authority, has following Interesting program this eve
leased from the Santa Fe railway the ning, between 6 and 8 o'clock:
use of the Hutchinson ft Southern Overture King Dodo
Lud'ers
U.
from Anthony, Kan., to Hutchinson Waltz Prayer and Passion. . .Grimm
and will make Hutchinson the ter- March Sousa's Great Band. . .Tobanl
minus of the Choctaw, Oklahoma A Cubanola
PRICe BAKING POWDER CO. CHICAGO;
Blanke
Gulf Railroad.
Thomas
Overture Mlgnon
says:
George
The New Mexican
Dellbes
Nalla" Ballet
county. Several shootings that he did not himself administer the
Riddle, engineer on the Denver & Rio March A Signal from Mars. , .Taylor If.us in the
and cutting affrays have occurred drug.
Orande passenger train, did not go out Zamona Intermezzo
Loralne there, but none has been fatal.
Richardson and Meredith, also ar- on his regular trip north this morning. Walts Love's Confession
Grimm
enterf In Texas, were discharged bv
conHe is suffering from an attack of
Henry
The surest and safest remedy for the court on the ground of Insufficient
Colored Major"
gestion of the lungs. B. O. Wetzel, 'The
kidney and bladder diseases Is Foley's
Idenre. but tha Mexican government
the fireman on that run, took the train
A Thoughtful Man.
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
has sworn out new charges and the
out this morning.
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, ind.,
o
men will be rearrested and held for
B. F. McGulre, bollermaker at the knew what to do in the hour of need.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
extradition.
round house, and Lou Webb, machin- His wife had such an unusual case of
ist, who have both been working for stomach and liver trouble, physicians
Land Office Business.
Robbed the Grave.
The following final homestead entry
the Santa Fe company In that city and could not help her. He thought of and
A startling incident Is narrated by
famraised
their
have built homes and
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and was made Thursday. Juan Antonio AV John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
ilies there, have concluded to browse she got relief at once and was finally derete, Perea postoffice, 80 acres in I was In an awful condition. My skin
Sandoval county.
in newer, If not greener, fields, and cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tonwill go to work for the Midland road
National Guard Appointments.
gue coated, pain continually In back
ROAD HOUSE TRAGEDY.
in Colorado.
Governor Otero has appointed the and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
It Is thought that there will be a
folowlng officers of company A, First day by day. Three physicians had
home for old and Incapacitated train The Proprietor Fatally Wounds John regiment of infantry, stationed at Las given me up. Then I was advised to
Smith, a Miner Two Vermen erected In Denver soon. The home
Cruces: John D. May. captain, vice use Electric Bitters; to my great joy,
sions of Tragedy.
will be built by subscriptions from the
Oscar Lohman, resigned; W. F. Jaco- - the first bottle made a decided lm
A shooting, which will result fatal by, first lieutenant, vice W. Cheatham provement. I continued their use for
different railway orders. The cost of
the home, as estimated by William G. ly to John Smith, a miner employed in Strode, resigned; Thomas Rouault, three weeks, and am now a well man.
Lee, vice grand master of the Brother the Black Diamond mine at Rugby, a second lieutenant, vice Henry Ryner-son- , I know they robbed the grave of an
hood of Railway Trainmen, will be small coal camp in the northern part
resigned.
other victim." No one should fall to
about $75,000.
of the county, occurred at the road
try them. Only 60 cents, guaranteed,
Cautionl
The New Mexican says: Postmas house about half way between Rugby
at all druggists.
ter Paul A. F. Walter returned yester- and Asrulllar about 5 o'clock Thursday
o
This Is not a gentle word but when
day from a ten days' leave of absence afternoon, says a dispatr f from Trini you think how liable you are not to
William Frazler came In from the
which he spent visiting the country dad.
4
purchase the only remedy universally Chlllli country last evening and re
along the line of the Santa Fe Central
Lewis Plcard. propi--J tor of the known and a remedy that has had the ports very cold, windy weather east of
railway and the El Paso ft Rock Isl house, and the man wnoi lid the snoot largest sale of any medicine in the the Manzano mountains. He says that
and railway. His observation In the ing, is being held in the county jail world since 1868 for the cure and Milton Dow, saw mill roan from Esshape of interesting and extremely pending the result of the wound.
treatment of consumption and throat catosa, intends coming in today. Mr.
well written letters have appeared In
Plcard's story is to the effect that and lung troubles without losing its Dow is bringing In a sick child to put
the New Mexican during the past few Smith and a friend, Gus Anderson, to- great popularity all these years, you under the doctor's care.
days and have been received with gether with two or three other com- will be thankful we called your atten
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
great favor by the readers of this pa panions, were drinking In the saloon tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There
"For ten years I had chronic bron
per.
when a dispute arose between Plcaru are so many ordinary cough remedies
Plans have just been consummated and his wife on one side and Smith made by druggists and others that are chitis so bad that at times I could not
for the immediate completion of a line and his companions on the other. For cheap and good for light colds perhaps, speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
f railway In Central America, extend
some unknown reason Anderson hit but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup Coffman, of Montmorencl, Ind. "I
tried all remedies available, but with
ing from the Atlantic to the Pacific the proprietor's wife with his fist. PI
and especially for consumption, no success, f ortunately my employer
coast, which, it is believed, will have card ejected htm from the building, where
there Is difficult expectoration
the effect of diverting a large share of when Smith interfered, and Plcard and coughing during the nights and suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
the Central American exports from for drawing a revolver, shot twice at the mornings, there is nothing like German Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous,
and I am now cured of the disease. On
eign ports to those of the United two, the second bullet entering Smith's Syrup. The
size has Just leen my recommendation many people have
States. The coffee output alone aver left breast.
Introduced this year. Regular size, 75
Honey and Tar, and al
ages 1,000,000 bags annually, of which
A surgeon extracted the bullet from cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rlelly used Foley's
ways with satisfaction,"
Alvarado
almost the entire amount is shipped between the shoulder blades, and says ft Co.
Pharmacy.
to Hamburg and other European ports the wounded man will not survive the
due to the difficulties in transportation night.
Santa Fe Cleaning Up.
No tuberculosis preservallne or col
Smith's friends denied that there
to the Atlantic seaboard.
There Is an ordinance against throw orlng in Matthews' Jersey milk.
was any trouble, and call It a cold
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time blooded attempt to murder.
Smith ing rubbish into the streets, violation
affords security from all kidney and bears a good reputation. He was not of which Is punishable with a fine of DEVOE'S READYMIXED PAIN
bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy armed. The house In which the shoot- not less than $5 nor more than $50. Al
One Gallon Covers 300 Square Feet
o
ing occurred is one of the most notor derman J. D. Sena, who has been ap
THE CHOCTAW ROAD.
TWO COAT8.
pointed to supervise the putting of the
In
streets
condition
for
the
of
visit
A
PACKAGE
BORROWED
Completed
Soon
Be
Into Tu
It Will
feUNTCR'S 8UPPUG3.
President Roosevelt to this city May 5
cumcarl.
states
law
relating
to
that
of
throw
the
A correspondent of the New Mexican And Learned the Scientific Value
ing rubbish In the streets will be en
Pure Food.
says that the Choctaw road Is pushing
construction on Its grade Into Tucum
Taking notice of little things is a forced in the future. New Mexican
Street Commissioner Tlerney says
carl at a rapid rate. All along from valuable faculty in life and many great
Tucumcari to Amarllla grading camps discoveries have sprung from a humble he Intends to have Albuquerque's
streets and alleys pretty thoroughly
are strung over the prairie and the source Indeed.
grade will be finished by September 1
"One day," says a lady of Norwich cleaned by the time President Rooselaying of steel to follow as the differ- N. Y., a sister of the county Judge and velt arrives in the city. He has the
ent sections are graded. The line will surrogate of Chenango county, "I no cart and a force of street cleaners out
run at an easy grade, In fact, there Is ticed on a grocer's shelf the now fam today, and hopes to keep up the good
no difficult construction work to be iliar package of Grape-Nuts- .
I asked work every day for the next two
done along the entire distance, there him to let me see ., read what It had weeks. Tin cans and other nuisances
being no rivers and but few arroyoa to to say for Itself, paid the 15 cents re which now ornament some of the al
cross.
quired by the merchant and became Its leys, will soon be removed to the
dumping ground along the river bot
Water Is plentiful and the engineer possessor.
in charge of the construction told the
"At this time I bad lost my desire toms.
writer that yesterday a few miles be for food having suffered so terribly
WILL NOW PUNISH PRISONER.
yond Tucumcari the graders scraped from Indigestion and all of Its attend
out four to five feet of soil and the ant evils that no food agreed with me
hollow quickly filled up with good wa or attracted me. But from the time Physician Charged with Aiding in Mur
der of Holder of Life Insurance
ter.
that I began to eat my first package
SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
Policy Will Be Turned Over
Division offices will be located at Tu of Grape-NutI began to Improve, eat
Mexico.
to
cumcarl after the Choctaw road reach ing It every morning and frequently at
$5.50 to $40.0u
Harness
In Issuing a warrant to: the surrenes the town. The ground has been sur noons ami nights.
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
der to the Mexican government of Dr
veyed for round bouses and shops and
$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
"I very soon found my whole
Tucumcari will be an Important dlvls strength coming back to me with an Charles S. Harln, now held under ar
charge
on
a
of
In
rest El Paso, Texas,
ion and junction point. The completion added force. I gained in
flesh and also being an accessory to a murder com Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusof the Santa Fe cut off to Llano and of found I could eat
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
what
others
did
with
the Santa Fe Central will send by way relish without any ill effects following, mltted in Chihuahua, the state depart
ment took steps to secure the punish Whips
of Tucumcari much of the immense In short it has changed my
15o to $1.50
life.
ment of a peculiarly atrocious crime,
traffic that goes by way of Las Vegas
"A few weeks Bince I visited a niece
which has engaged the attention of the
and Albuquerque now, necessitating in Pennsylvania whose
re two governments and one of the big
the residence at the town of additional fused to care for any food stomach
put into it New York life insurance companies 40o
Railroad Avenue
engine and train crews.
Albuquerque
Kice, whole wheat bread" and other
many months.
lor
foods
had to be pumped out ten hours
NEW 6CALE FOR ENGINEMEN.
The papers flld at the state depart
after eating. I suggested Grape-Nut- s
CO.
allege
the Mexican agent of W. L. TRIMBLE
Special Concessions Made for Diffi and she ate It and when the contents mentcompany,that C.
man Second street, oetween Kallrcad and
a
Richardson,
T.
the
of her stomach were syphoned out
cult Runs on the Rio Grande
llopper svenae
Meredith and Dr. Harle con
System.
there was no trace of Grape Nuts to be named
spired to murder a man in order to col
Details of the new wage agreement found; it had digested and been assim lect
the Insurance on his life, the poll Horses and Moles bought snd etehasi
between the Rio Grande and Its engin- uated. bhe made great gains in cy
d.
Livery, Sale.
n)
for which had been Issued by Rich
eers and firemen, which was adopted strength and flesh while 1 was there
Transfer liable
ardson. The policy was made payable
last week.'have Just been made public. and made the
ride to Scranton to Meredith.
As stated at the time of the settle- three times, something she had not
was slowly poisoned to BEIT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
The
ment, engineers and firemen receive been able to do for three months prev- death victim
and the doctor who attended
a flat Increase of 6 per cent on simple ious." Name furnished by Postum Co., him
certified that he died from naturAddress W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
and 7H per cent on compound engines. Battle Creek, Mich.
al causes. The doctor's defense is
Albac.uerg.ue, N. M.
n
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..Albuquerque's Largest Store..

Fifty Yearo the Standard
II If

18

7So oult

For noveltleo lit tho walot
lino atk to ooo our

IF YOU ARE UNDECIDED
A8 TO
HOW TO MAKE YOUR DRE8S
OR OTHER GARMENTS

everything and anything in the

GEISHA WAISTS

lace line. It is useless for us to

In which we have one of a model

attempt to describe the many

from

S2.75

values ranging In price from

2'MctoS1.50yd

to.,

ISO A CORY

300 - 302 - 304 - 306 - 308 - 310 WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE
$35-0-

Round Trip

0

$25.00 One Way

If you expect to go to California, why not go when the railroad fare Is lowT From now to June 15, ISO,
there for $25.00. You may buy a round trip ticket May IS or May 13 to 19 inclusive, for 135.00
a considerable reduction from current rates. These round trip tickets will be limited to June 15, and liberal
stopover privileges accorded.
The one-fartickets will be accepted for passage In free chair cars carried on fast trains. If sleeper ks
desired, tickets will be accepted for passage in tourist sleepers on payment of customary
Pullman charges
The round trip tickets wil be honored on any Santa Fe train Pullman space extra. Santa Fa all the way.
you may go

e

A profusely illustrated folder Iss ued by the Santa Fe describes the trip
to California, and also contains complete schedules of the special trains to
be run for those who avail themselves of the low rate made for the general
assembly of the Presbyterian church and the general convention of Master
Plubers. Sent free on request
jlL
Li.uU-aJ-

KmMIIIII

i

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque,' N. M.
See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store, The entire line
Is now on display. Prices range from
$10

to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
P

W. L.
snipment
styles In
and box
STERN,

"

Douglas shoes first spring
has arrived many new
patent vlcl, vicl kid, French
calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)
Kast Bound

No. 426

West Bound
No. 425

9:00 am.Lv... Santa Fe...Ar 6:20 pin
11 : 00 amj
Espanola.
3:00 pin
1:05 pmj
Embudo , , ,. 1:05 pra
3:40 pmj... Tres Pledras.. 10:05 am
6:35 pm
Antonito .... 7:85 am
8 : 60 pmj
Alamosa . . , . 6:10 am
3:06 ami
Pueblo
1:87 am
7:16 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Durango, SUverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points in the San Luis
valley.
At Sallda with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west Including Leadvllle and narrow gauge points between Sallda and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further Information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
In standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can have berths reserved on application
B. W. ROBBIN3, Oen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
8. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

335

vj
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The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

TIME TABLE

vole Agenls for Lemp;s Standard fteeir.
In Effect 'November

100,

,
CHAS. U KEPPELER, Proprietor
213 South Cecond Street

ARRIVE FROM THE) NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7. Mex. A CaJ. Rinroii .in-Onm
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
LEAVE OOINO NORTH.
Dealer In
No. , Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m. Proprietor of
the Summer
LEAVES OOINO SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm AU Kinds of Country Produce Boagkfs
and Sold.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 8, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m. Goods Delivered Free to all Parta ei
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
the City.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
Corner of Third and TIJeras
No. 1. California Rinrnu
Albuquerque
New Mexfee)
No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
No. 7. Mex. A Cn. Rrnrnaa. IfW&nm
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
tnd No. 8 from the west
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited

Q. Badaracco

General flerchandise ana
Liquors

....

dart).

tnd they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going south.
carries passengers.
F. fe. MYERS. Agent

311

FRANK VAJO. Proprietor.
The oesi or liquors served to
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstairs for lodging purpose.

BO49O004rOfO4KeK4)Of
HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.

THESout.iARCADE
First Street.

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.

M

218 W.

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

The finest line of Llnuara and Clsam

All patrons and friends cordially laviv

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

PLAN- -

MELINI & EAKIN

GEO. E. ELLIS,

Proprietor and Owner.

'

0F4K4K404040
A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Aisoclatloa
Office at J. C. Baldrtdge's Lumber Tare"

WHOLESALE

LIQUORS

4

CIGARS)

.

We uandle everything :a wtf 11m
'
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor ft TT1 111 assay
Louisville, Kentucky.
111

. First St,

Albuquerque, N,

r
ft
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Local Happexiing
and wife, of from Horabln ft Wctherlll. The ladies
Judge J. R.
In charge of the bazaar are hard at
city.
Ja
the
Fe,
are
Santa
today, and expect to have everywork
The "Ity council will hold an Im- thing In readiness for next week, the
portant meeting Monday night.
bazaar opening on Monday evening,
M. C. Rolxrtson and P. L. Robertson,
April 20.
are
registering from Charleston, 8. C,
Tomorrow afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock,
In the city.
the Santa Fe Pacific Blues will again
S. D. Lucas, with B. Lantry Sons,
cross bats with the Old Town Tigers,
railroad contractors. Is In the city from and as
this Is the last game of the
Ix)S Angeles.
present series It will be lively from
Attorney Ellsworth lngalls, who was
start to finish. Neither team intend
at 1as Vegas on business, returned to to
lag in their playing, but every point
night.
the city last
will lie closely guarded and every ada
number
quite
It is noticed that
vantage taken, so It Is safe to say that
have already sampled bock beer. It Is
the game will be played for all there
on tap at all the resorts today.
Is In it. The First regiment band will
grand
at
concert
a
free
be
will
There
make the munlc.
(Sunday)
Orchestrion hall tomorrow
afternoon. Everybody Invited.
IN ALL WALKS OF LIFE.
C. F. Orayeon, the popular and welj
known hanker of Silver City, came in Herpiclde is Used to Cure Dandruff.
B. H. Lyons, New York, N. Y., says:
from the south this morning, and con"I am very fond of Herpiclde and entinued north to New York.
W. W. McClellan, bookkeeper at joy using it. It is refreshing."
Dr. J. H. Bash, Toledo. Ohio, writes:
Hachechl & Gloml's, received this
morning his commission as a notary "Newbro's Herpiclde has given better
satisfaction than anything I have ever
public for and in Bernalillo county.
Joe Barnctt announces "bock beer" used."
Mrs. Borkey, of Chadron, Neb., says
day at the St. Elmo by decorating the
antlers of two fine deer he killed on of Herpiclde: "It cleaned my head of
Eanta Catalina island, Cal., last year. dandruff and stopped my hair from
Samuel Vann, Sr., of the watch and falling out. It la the best remedy for
Jewelry firm of Vann & Son, left last dandrvff I ever used, and I have used
a great many."
night for San Marcial, on a watch
tour for the Santa Fe railR. S. Coleman, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
sa ys: "I have used two bottles of Herroad.
Lee Shallenbergcr and wife, well piclde and derived benefit therefrom."
Send
known in this city, passed through the
"Sold by leading druggists.
city yesterday from San Marcial for luc in stamps for sample to ihe HerLamed, Kan., where they go to visit piclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs
ft Co., special agents.
the mother of Mr. Shallenbergcr.
Hon. Alex. Bowie, of Gallup, who
LOW LINE DITCH.
was on a business visit to El Paso and
along
points
EI
ft
to certain
Paso
the
Director Held Meeting to Consider Its
Northeastern railway, came In from
Completion.
the south this morning, and continued
The directors of the Low Line Ditch
homebound on the flyer.
company held a meeting this afterMrs. Jesse Miller Is still ln the city noon to consider the matter of beginand will lend her aid to the St. Joseph ning operation on the irrigation canal
bazaar next week. It was her husband, which, when completed, will be of
Conductor Miller, who has gone to great value to Bernalillo and Sandoval
Portland, Ore., where he will enjoy counties. No definite action was tak
himself for the next thirty days.
en, but there will undoubtedly be some
' Henry
Smith is in the city on his active operations in a short time.
may to Chloride, N. M. Mr. Smith was
Work on the ditch was stopped more
Cop- than three years ago, on account of a
the general manager of Jura-Tria- s
per company at Senorlto camp, but no litigation concerning the right of way,
longer holds that position, he being which was settled satisfactorily in the
superceded by J. T. McLaughlin, form- courts some time ago. It will probaerly of San Pedro.
bly take a few thousands of dollars to
J. B. Martin, In the employ of the complete the ditoh, but when it is com
Jura-Tria- s
Copper company at the pleted it will be one of the most valuaSenorlto camp, is in the city. He says ble assets of the two counties. All
every little stream in that section of there Is needed now Is some one to
Sandoval county Is full of water, there push the project and rush it to compleJa plenty of good grass, and cattle and tion. But It will be good news to those
interested in the irrigation of the councheep are in fine condition.
John Brockman, who has grown ty to learn that the issue is very much
wealthy through his mining Interests alive, and that some definite action
tn Arizona and In southern New Mex will be taken m a short time.
Ico, Is In the city. Mr. Brockman is
troubles and constipation
the manager and one of the owners of For livernothing
better in creation
There's
the celebrated Commonwealth mine
Than Little Early Risers, the famous
at Pearce, Ariz. He makes bis home little
pills
In Los Angeles.
always effect a cure and save
They
James D. Eakin, of the wholesale
liquor firm of Melinl & Eakin, has re- doctor bills.
Little Early Risers are different
turned from Belen, where the firm from
all other pills. They do not weakhas a branch retail establishment. Mr. en
but act as a tonic to the
the
Eakin made a flying trip along the sur- tissues system,
by arousing the secretions and
veyed line of the Santa Fe cut off, and
ays the contractors are pushing the restoring the liver to the full performance of its functions naturally. B. H.
grading at a lively pace.
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, of the Brlggs ft Co.; S. Vann ft Son.
Fifth judicial, district, came In from DEATH FROM CONSUMPTION.
Socorro this morning and continued
on north. It Is understood that he will Mrs. T. E. Allen Died Last Night Rego direct to Washington, and It is
mains Will Be Taken to Missouri.
thought that his case will be decided,
Mrs. T. E. Allen, wife of the gentleone way or the other, in a very few man In charge of the delivery wagon
days after his arrival at the national of Wells-FargExpress company, died
capital.
last night at 10:30 o'clock at No. 1001
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank South Fourth street, of consumption.
Hall, located on Marquette avenue, has Mr. Allen and wife, with their
been purchased by Mrs. Corrine R.
daughter, came here last June from
Sbadrach, of Walker, Ariz., and In a Milan, Mo., for the health of the wife,
very short time she and her husband and for a time she showed some ImDr. W. O. Shadrach, will occupy it, provement but the disease had gained
again becoming identified with the too strong a foothold for the climate
business and social circles of Albu to prove of benefit and death finally
querque.
ended all her sufferings. Her mother,
Conductor and Mrs. Frank Murphy, Mrs. E. C. Cherry, joined her here
residing on the corner of Lead avenue some time last fall, and a few months
and Fourth street, have presented the later her brother, A. A. Cherry, and
St. Joseph bazaar with several very wife, came on from Missouri. They,
line gifts and they will prove mqney with the bereaved husband, were pres
makers to the bazaar. The gifts are a ent when death claimed her soul. The
bandBome Navajo blanket secured remains will be taken back to Milan,
from H. Neuman, of Guam; a pillow, Mo., for Interment, accompanied by the
with Navajo covering, from Mrs. Hora-bin- , husband and immediate relatives. Mr.
and twelve Navajo weaving looms Allen will return to the city and resume his position with the express
company, but the others will remain In
Missouri.
Mc-FJ-

tlons past the time when frost could
At present apples,
lc expected.
plums, peaches and apricots are In
full bloom In the extreme south, but
In the colder sections of the north buds
Reports show
have hardly started.
that peach trees were badly winterkilled In the Espanota valley sect'.on,
and In other scattered sections of the
north, but other fruits appear very
promising. As a rule all kinds of stock
seem to be In very good condition, excepting In some parts of the northeast
adjacent to the mountains, and green
gi a? s Is coming on rapidly. Altogether
the season Is opening up very auspiciously.
The following remarks are extracted
from the reports of some correspond-

o

Capacity

for business receives its
peediest reward in the selling
department.
If you think you
ability to sell a Five
Gold
Twenty-Yea- r
the instalment plan

have the
Per Cent
Bond on
write me

tating your age,

present
occupation, and give me bank
or other good references.
AU

totun treated

u atrlctly

GEORGE

T.

coafldentiaJ.

DEXTER,

aWaarintaadaitt af Deaieetia Ageactee,
The Matual Lift laaaraaea Ceaipaay af New Yaetfc
Ureal, Naw Vera, N. V.
12 Naa

f

'
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DARBY A. DAY,
Manager for New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M,

But get the right beer, for tome beer it not healthful.
Schlitz u the pure beer, the clean beer, the filtered and
sterilized beer. No bacilli in it nothing but health.
And Schlitz the sged beer that never causes biliousness.
the Brewery Battling.
Call

Dorsey Will C. Barnes No crops
in yet but plowing well under way and
soil In excellent condition for working.
Rain Juft now would be beneficial.
Very little wind so far this spring. No

crab-apple-

WFEKLY CROP BULLETIN.
United States Department of Agrlcul
ture. Climate and Crop Bulletin of
the Weather Bureau, New Mexico
Section.
Santa e, N. M., April 14 The sea
fcon thus far has been slightly cooler
than usual, but very favorable, owing
to the steady weather and the moist
condition of the soil. Spring work has
progressed rapidly In all but the colder sections of the north, and as far as
farm work Is concerned the season Is
more forward than usual, although the
steady cold of the nights has kept vegetation back. In the valleys, from Espanola and Santa Fe south, spring
wheat Is about all In, and much of It
up and looking very well. Some corn
has been planted In the lower valleys,
and plowing for corn Is well advanced
In the northern valleys.
Alfalfa Is
starting nicely, and an early and good
cutting is expected. The season has
had an unusual amount of precipitation in all sections except the north
eastern, and at present the streams
are running full, with deep snows in
mountains to assure a steady supply
for many weeks. The steady cold kept
back the fruit trees of southern sec- -

MOTHER AND CHILD

18 1903

There is no beverage more healthful than
the right kind of beer. Barley malt and hops
a food and a tonic. Only 3 t per cent
of alcohol just enough to aid digestion.

ents:

rain.
Espanola P. H. Leese Very favorable weather during the past week.
Wheat is up and growing nicely. Peach
buds are badly winter-killed- ,
but oth
er fruit buds, although late, appear to
be In good condition. Ditches are full,
and the Rio Grande Is rising steadily.
Folsom Jackson Tabor Favorable
during the past week excepting for the
high winds. Grass is starting on the
range and with a rain or enow would
he fine. Alfalfa Is started and promises
s
an early cutting; pcaeli?s and
will soon be in bloom. losses
among cattle have been very light in
this neighborhood, and we think the
danger line Is past. Highest temperature 70, lowest 28, no rain.
Golden R. M. Carley Tree are beginning to bloom, and the mesas look
green and grass growing fast.
Hobart W. H. Hough Wheat is
growing well; the soil is moist and
there is plenty of water for irrigation.
ApPeach trees mostly winter-killed- .
ples,, plums and cherries look promising. Vegetation more forward than
usual.
Los Alamos Wm. Frank General
condlltons good. Planting Is under way
all along the Sapello, but a scarcity of
seed will prevent many of the poorer
class from planting. Alfalfa Is up and
looks fine. All trees are still dormant.
The ditches are full, there is plenty of
water in the river, and a good supply
of snow can be seen from here in the
mountains.
Mesllla Park R. H. Hart The early
bpring was somewhat backward, being
too cold. Peaches, plums, apples and
apricots in full bloom and leafing out.
Alfalfa well under way In growth.
Wheat is up and growing nicely. Plenty of water for Irrigation. Highest
temperature, 84; lowest, 34; rain, 0.08.
OJo Callente A. Joseph The frequent April showers have started grass
and alfalfa nicely, and present prospects are most promising. The streams
are now full and running over with
deep snow still In the mountains.
Roswell W.M. Reed Planting corn
and gardening progressing rapidly. Al
falfa coming up nicely. Peaches were
badly Injured by earlier cold, but ap
ples and other fruits look very promis
ing. Htghes temperature, 89; lowest,
32; rain, trace.
Weber E. H. Biernbaum Unsettled, changeable weather. Wheat and
peas have been planted. Soil is in good
condition. River is full of water, but
ditches have not yet been cleaned
Grass is coming on faet. All kinds of
stock are very poor.
Santa Fe U. S. Weather Bureau
The past two weeks have been eonsid
erably warmer than usual for this sea
son, but the spring altogether has been
Some
slightly cooler than normal.
wheat has been eown, and plowing for
corn is well begun. Vegetation is rath- -

Al'ML

SATt'KDAi

fir

Tht Bttr that

mmdm

Mllmmuktt famem.

Fit

St,
Mellni ft Eakin. Ill South
Albuquerque.
1'tione No.

A .tornado

er backward for the season, and little
work has been done, but the soil is in
fine condition, and gardening and farm
work will be pushed vigorously the
coming week if the weather remains
so favorable. Vegetation not sufficiently advanced to be Injured by the low
temperature of the 13th. Highest
temperature, 65; loewts, 22; rain, 0.08.
R. M. HARDINGE.

Section Director.
A

through the hose kept In the house,
aided later by the fire company, the
building would have been a mass of
ruins In a short time, and as there are
many wooden structures In that part
of the city, there is no telling where
the fire would have ended. The gasoline plant Is made by the Cincinnati
Incandescent Stove and Light company, and has not, we learn, given satisfaction. Beardstown, 111., Daily Star,
February 14, 1901.

Sweet Breath

a never railing sign oi a neanny
stomach. When the breath Is bad the
is

stomach is out of order. There is no
remedy in the world equal to Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure for curing Indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach disorders.
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
Ky., writes: "1 have been a dyspeptic
for years tried all kinds of remedies
but continued to grow worse. By the
use of Kodol I began to improve at
once, and after taking a few bottles am
fully restored in weight, health and
strength and can eat whatever I like.
Kodol digests what you eat and makes
the stomach sweet. B. H. Brlggs &
Co.; S. Vann & Son.
The Rosenwald Bros, are really go
ing out of uuslness, and this old established firm hope to retire in about a
month or sixty days. They have been
in active business harness, in this city
and elsewhere, for forty odd years,
and having accumulated a fortune
each, now seek a rest. Edward Rosenwald and family will probably go to
southern California and spend a part
of their time on an orange ranch, while
Aaron Rosenwald and family are look
ing forward to a prolonged visit among
old relatives and friends In Germany.
Sidney, son of Aaron, says he will en
gage In some mercantile business, but
cannot at present tell in what town
'
he will locate.

"A New Lighting System."

Gasoline lighting plants always receive a wide berth among the more Intelligent class, as Is shown by the fact
that gasoline was prohibited In any
form at the World's Fair, Omaha Exposition, Paris Exposition, Cincinnati
ExposiFall Festival,
tion and by the United States government.

CARTS 27 NEW ONE8 JUST RECEIVED- - - THEY

are the best, the strongest end the cheapest
In price ever shewn In the city.

Strong & Sono

O. W.

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

n

(Incorporated)
I

o

The Southwestern Brewery and Ice
company's bock beer Is brewed from
the choicest malt and Imported hops,
and Is strictly pure.
o
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Wool, Hides, Pelts

ii

The Dally Citizen, 15 cents per week.

Kodol

mui We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
bi....t. ni.- -i

Dyspepa Cure
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Curtice Canned Good.
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

111.11 Mil

MAKING AN IMPRESSION
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Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAI
VEGAS. N. M. AND GLOR.
I ETA, N. M.

WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR
8PRING MEDICINES.

Good for Children.
The pleasant to take and harmless
One Minute Cough Cure gives Immediate relief in all cases of cough,
croup and lagrlppe because it does not
pass Immediately into the stomach,
but takes effect right at the seat of
the trouble. It draws out the inflam
mation, heals and soothes and cures
permanently by enabling the lungs to
g
and
contribute pure
tainlDg oxygen to the blood and tissues. B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann
& Son.
llfe-sus-

Have just poured the second sack of
Sassafras Root into the window.
Perhaps you used to dig It when you
? Can't
was a boy back In
dig it any cheaper than we sell it
25t a pound. Enough for a gallon
or two of "Sassafras Tea."

That's exactly what our laundry
work Is doing among the good people
of this town. It's our constant aim
and effort to please careful dressers,
and our constantly increasing patronage proves our success. Won't you
be one of our customers?

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

J. C.

GASOLINE MACHINE CAUSES FIRE
ONE

OF THESE NEW PATENTS.

Thrifty Part

of the City Came Near
Being an Ash Pile, and All on Account of one of these Gasoline-Lightin-

gnsollne-lightin-

g

light to the Inner rooms, and but for
the timely use of the water turned on

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffica.

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE IN8URANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 1214, CROMWKLL BLOCK
Antomatlo Telephone 114.

Druggist, 117 Wet Railroad Avenue.
'
Automatic Phone 458.

BALDRIDGE

8HER
PAINT CoveraBUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best I Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lima,
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

ADVERTISE

III

THE

DAILY

"OLD RELIABLE"

W. H. HAHN

CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 1878

COAL DEALER

L. B. PUTNEY,

Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7X0 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

WHOLESALE GROCER.

Coal,

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
venue; uptown office, Armljo bldg

Telephone:

Automatlo,

416

267; Bell, 45.

and

Flour, 0 rain
and Provision!.
Car lots

apaclaltr .

foot
tested to 300 pound pressure. Ask your
neighbors who have used it, if it is not
as represented
carried-eve-ry

Carrie tba Largeil
ana Heat Eltaaalva
tack at

Staple Groceries
fOMad

Mattawaat.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAQONS.
Railroad Avenue

...Styles

T;

Only the best grades

63

Native and Chicago Lumber.

g
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Scott's Emulsion is cod
liver oil made almost as
Machines, Which Uses Gasoline
Vapor for Lighting Plant "This
palatable as milk. It is easy
One Is Perfectly Safe," so says the
and soothing to the weak
Agent Ohl Yes, Until you USE It
stomach; it checks the tenA fire was started last evening by a
machine which came
dencies of children toward
making ashes of a thrifty part of
near
thinness.
the city. About 5 o'clock the lights
Scott's Emulsion gives were lit at the Johnson house, which
strength to weak mothers be- uses a gasoline vapor lighting plant,
they appeared to burn as usual.
cause it creates healthy flesh and
Nothing out of the ordinary had ocand new blood.
curred, when, without an explosion or
Nursing mothers will find unusual noise, the room in which sat
machine used for converting the
a special value in Scott's the
gasoline Into gas appeared to be all
Emulsion because it insures ablaze. The machine sat near a dumb
a flow of rich, nourishing waiter elevator, and the flames were
milk for the baby. More and drawn to the upper stories. Flames
shot forth through the partition
better than a medicine; soon
to a space left to full height of the
Scott's Emulsion is a food.
building In the center for furnishing
We'll tend you a simple trea upon request.
6COTT & BOWNE, 400 Pearl Street, New York.

Ratan Goods, Reception Chairs, Divans
and Settees, Rockers, Easy
Chairs and Stools.

Albuquerque

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE Oa
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds o?
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness andSaddles.

hhmmhhhm

WHITNEY CO
WUOLESAI.K

113-115-1-
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Hrst fitieet

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Trices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you

J. KORBER & CO.
rner First St. and Copper Ave.

'Albuquerque, New Mexico

HIE ALBUgUEKQUE DAILY CiTlfcKN SATURDAY APRIL

On Furniture,
llh bum for iMrtr ,1, yan.
April I botan takln.
On. yo.r
'
Cararu
I
for ennatlpafttnn. In th. ennra, of
h. nil,h braan to di. appear and at th. andnoltr4
of all
did nr tnmbl. nr. at all. Ca.rar.ta
na.v un wonarn IQr Ml.. I am
PtrM and
(Ml Ilka a
Uaorg

The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

.k.

a.w Ban."

kr

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't wnste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. IMLOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

ooonnooocoaooooaoooac
REAL COMFORT AT HOME
can be taken when your rooms are covered with handsome carpets and rugs,
which can be chosen from our superb
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
want real value for your money carpets and rugs that will wear well and
look well examine the values that we
are now offering. Brussels at 75c per
yard, Wilton at SOc per yard, and last
f
price
Season sample Rugs at
to close out. Call early and get your,
choice.

copyright;

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

B.
Nl ALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Rut. Up In Roll Complete With Fixtures for Laying.
GuaranteedWrite for Booklet an. Sample

EJALDRlDGL,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rfloynord,

The Jeweler

' THIRD

STREET

Meal Market
AUk0rife$i.aa! sail meals
SfEAU SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLE1NWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

o
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SILVER

TRUSS.

N. THIRD BTBRb

RUPPE,

B.

PRESCRIPTIONS

LIGHT,

Mutual

COOL.
Easy lo Wear.

Telephone

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. n.

Y.

8

!

No. 203

Noprettureoa
Ulp.or Bark.
Koundentnpa.
hover wove.

2
3

5
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mST.

ELMO

SAEPLE AND CLUB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies.
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BARXETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Are., Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provision, Hay
and Qraln.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

Ooodf.
LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.
North Third Street

Baptist church, Broadway and Lead
avenue, one block north of viaduct,
Atijt. Gen. Whiteman Received Word Herman J. Powell, pastor, 313 South
Arno, bell 'phone A47 Yourself and
That Necessary Blanks Have Not
friends are cordially Invited to the folBible school, 9: B0,
lowing services:
Eean Received.
speclnl classes for young men and women. Morning worship with preaching by the pastor, 11 a. m., theme,
MINIMUM STRENGTH OF COMPANIES.
"What Is It to Be a Christian:" 6:45,
Young People's Union; 7:30. evening
song service and sermon on "The CrisBrigadier General W. H. Whiteman, is in a Young Man's Life."
adjutant general of New Mexico, stated worship: Bible study, song and prayer,
that Capt. Klrliy Walker, of the Four Wednesday, 7:30. Welcome to friends
and strangers.
teenth United States cavalry, stationed
at Fort Wlngate, has lieen detailed to
Congregational church, east end of
Inspect all of the organizations of the viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor Sunday
Preaching sernational gaard In the Territory of New school at 10 a. m.
11 a. m.; Junior Endeavor
Mexico. These Inspections should be vices at
at 2:30 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30
gin at Santa Fe on April 21), but from a p. m. Song service and preaching serletter received yesterday morning from vices at 7:30 p. m. All cordially invit
headquarters of the department of the ed.
Colorado, General Whiteman thinks
that the Inspections will be postponed Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
for a few days because of the
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park
of Inspection blanks. General avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
Whiteman was asked how many com follows: "Our two children had a se
panies of the New Mexico national vere attack of whooping cough, one of
guard have the strength required by them In the paroxysm of coughing
the new law to entitle them to remain would often faint and bleed at the
ir the service and to receive new arms nose. We tried everything we heard
and uniforms to be furnished by the of without getting relief. We then
national government. He replied that called In our family doctor who pre
congress did not fix the minimum num scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
ber to be allowed companies of the na the very first dose they began to lm
tional guard when this law was passed, prove and we feel that It has saved
but left the naming of the number their lives." Refuse substitutes.
Al
with President Roosevelt.
varado Pharmacy.
0
"President Roosevelt," he said, "has
A Correction.
not yet fixed the number and will not
Gallup, N. M., April 17. Thomas
be likely to do so until his return to
Washington from the present western Hughes, Editor Citizen, Albuquerque
trip. The war college or board, of Dear Sir: The article In your Issue of
which General Young Is the president, the 15th Inst., referring to the solicit
has recommended to the president in of funds for sunshine work, has
that the minimum strength of all com- just this morning come to my notice,
panies and troops be sixty-fivbut this Please state In your valuable paper
recommendation has met with such a that there have been no funds whatstorm of disapproval from the national ever solicited for the International
guard au over the country that It' Is society in your city, ' 6V any other.
entirely probable the president will What money Is raised Is to defray a
part of my expenses, as everyone who
designate a lesser number."
there being
New Mexico has six companies of contributed understands
Infantry and one troop of cavalry of no salaried offices in the society. Havthe national guard as follows: Com- ing been told that you believe in Justice
pany A, John H. May, captain, Las in all matters, I ask you to let this
Cruces: company D, L. J. Newell, cap- appear in your next Issue to offset the
tain, Silver City; company H, T. J. false position that the letter of Mary
Matthews, captain, Socorro; company E. Dlssette has placed me In. RespectG, Micuael O'Donnel, captain, Albu fully,
MRS. L. W. OWEN,
querque; company F.John Shoemaker,
captain, Santa Fe; company K, A. R. Organizer International Sunshine Society.
DaCosta, captain, Las Vegas, First
regiment of Infantry. Troop A, first
Due Notice is Served.
squadron oi cavalry, A. P. Tarkington,
Due notice Is hereby served on the
captain, East Las Vegas.
public generally that DeWitti Witch
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
and bladder right. Don't delay taking. market that is made from the pure,
Alvarado Pharmacy.
unadulterated4 witch hazel. DeWitt's
o
Witch Hazel Salve hag cured thouWOODMEN'S CIRCLE.
sands of cases of piles that would not
Their Dance a Success Financially and yield to any other treatment, and this
fact has brought out many worthless
Otherwise.
The Ladies' auxiliary of the Wood counterfeits. Those persons who get
men's Circle proved themselves ad the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
mirable hosts at the pleasant ball Salve are never disappointed, because
given at Colombo hall last night. The It cures. B. H. Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann
merry crowd that attended the affair & Son.
glided over the smooth floor until the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
night was no more. The Berry-Devln- e
orchestra furnished a dancing melody
Alvarado.
such as only dancers can fully appre
Charles M. Field, J. D. Rodgers, M.
ciate. The ladies In charge especially W. Kennedy, F. L. Fiske, Denver;
Mrs. Cochran and Mrs. Lillie, who John Donahue, El Paso; Charles B.
were the committee with executive Hill, San Francisco; 8. D. Lucas, Los
power, are to be congratulated on the Angeles; J. R. McFie and wife, Santa
social and financial success of the en' Fe; R. C. Morgan, San Marclal;.R. H.
joyable affair.
Smith, Oklahoma City; John Brock-man- ,
Los Angeles; A. S. Diamond, DenDrying preparations simply devel- ver; Samuel Stewart, El Paso; George
op dry catarrh ; they dry up the secretious, 11. Caniff, Cleveland; Elmer E. Veeder,
which adhere to the membrane and decomLas Vegas.
pose, causing a far more serious trouble than
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry.
Hotel Highland.
iug inhalants, fames, smokes and snuffs
William H. Spencer, Denver; M. C.
and use that which clean sea, soothes and Robertson, P. I Robertson, Charlesheals. Ely's Cream Balm is such a remedy ton, 8.
C; J. C. Balcomb, Santa Fe;
and will cure catarrh or cold in the bead
easily and pleasantly.
A trial size will be J. H. Ing, EI Paso.
mailed for 10 cents. All druL'cistn sell the
8turges' European.
6O0. size. Ely Brothers, 60 Warren St., N.Y.
G. P, Warner and wife, Marron,
The Balin cures without pain, does not
irritate or canae sneezing. It spreads itxtif 'Kan.; Andres Montoya and wife; V. 8.
over an irritated and aiiry surface, reliev. Miera, Cuba;
Fred Hlgglns, Mr.
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
Emory, Roswell; Thomas K. Maddlson
With Ely's Cream Jittlin you are armed and wife, Omaha; C. A. Ford, R. L.
against Naaul Catarrh and Hay Fever.
Stone, A. O. Austin, Kansas City; Mrs.
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SHEET AND METAL WORKS

2

T. O. AflES, Proprietor.

FOR THE

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND

oi

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

Jj

TE.S

SEE

J. H

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order

SPRING MEDICINE
BLOOD

5

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
STREET

OO

OLD

THON

Albert Faber.,
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

...While You're Dusting...
and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you will of
course see what Is needed In every room from the kitchen to the par-lo- r
then come In and see how well and reasonably we can supply
your want

For the Floors
Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum and
Mattings In all styles and all
prices.

son.

Parts of the City.

Old Phone 247

S15 SECOND

1

Beat for
ne ooweia

Pneumonia Is Robbed of Its Terrors
by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops

the racking cough and heals and
strengthens the lungs. If taken In time
It will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
Refuse substitutes.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

For the Windows

Tonight at Zelger's Cafe you will be
delighted with the fine and wholesome lunch served.

For the Tables

&

CO.,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Z
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QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

It a the lunch we serve that draws
the large crowds at the White Ele
phant every Saturday night.
The Citizen

Linen, Napkins and

ZEIGER CAFE

The Ciuo serves to please and are
pleased to serve those appetizing Saturday eventng lunches.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

cents per week.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisements
or
"liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, lb cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.

rar

WANTED.

FINEST WHISKIES, IK. PORTED eV DOMESTIC WINrtS eV COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported
Domestlo Clgsrs

ad

FURNITURE

- CROCKERY

WANTED By May 1, small house,
central, not over $12 per month;
permanent tenant. H. A., care Citizen.

WANTED Room and board in private family; modern conveniences;
southern exposure. Address M. B.,

this

office.

WANTED Oirl In small hotel to do
chamber work, also act as waitress;
wages $20. Address Oscar Goebel,
Belen, N. M.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 South First street
WANTED
Clean cotton rags for ma
chine purposes at The Citizen office,
Price 4 cents per pouud.
FOR SALE.
Girl to do housework;
WANTED
good wages; small family; no wash-iuor Ironing; 423 North Second
street. Mrs. F. E. Sturges.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
farm in Montezuma valley, Montezu-m- a
county, Colorado, at a bargain.
Address W. H. Goff, 523 East Marquette avenue.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging bouse In connection; the
best location in the city, close to
depot and shopB; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street
FOR SALE! Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a
two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
Daniels, 1413 South First street
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The C1U
ten, Albucuerque. N. M.
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FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
FOR RENT The best alfalfa and
chicken ranch In the county. Inquire Albright. 113 North Third

street.
FOR RENT A furnished house for
piano and
housekeeping,
with
everything complete. Inquire 811
North Fourth street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath, In private family, 516 North
Second street.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roowith bath; good barn and chicken
bouse. Inquire of O. Dinsdale, Rico
Cafe.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
at 113ft North Third street.
$50.00

AGENT8.
WEEKLY and expenses; sample

invenfree; greatest money-makintion of the age; automatic washer
does a washing In 30 minutes without labor or attention; cheaper than
any other; indestructible; everybody
buys; agents coining money; thouAutomatic
sands of testimonials.
Washer Co., Station U, Chicago.
g

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
lEASY PAYMENTS

Borradaile & Co.,

"7 'q1d Avenue
I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository (or the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.03
Authorized Capital
$200,000.03
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

We clothe the Toddlers from
three years old upwards.
If you want to see what a
cute little fellow you own,
bring him in and let him
on some 0f our handsome Spring cloths. We can't tell you in this small space
about the many new things we have to show you
but we simply want to

fTflgyC. " Jmm m
s5

Toddler

Extend an Invitation
to Every Mother
to bring in the little three, four or five year old fellows
just to try on some of the new and handsome things we are
showing in Togs for Toddlers.

LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit
Address, postofflce box 883, Albuquerque, N. M.

jj
g PATENTS
g

Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Shades.

"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
"Iyesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
Panta Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.

non-arriv-

v

Dura-blllt-

Cm

O.

Mid-wee-

Futrelle Furniture Co.

J.

tpoloa.

.

one-hal-

P.

krrd.r,

Christian Science services at Odd
Fellows' hall Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.

Pianos,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time It given.
Wiijout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BuiMlng,
305 West Railroad Aveuue.

Highland Methodist church, South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sunr
day school at 10 a. m.; Epworth League at 6:46 p. m. Trearhlng at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. ra. by the pastor.
A cordial welcome for all. Strangers
CANovcATtwme
If you have no
especially Invited.
church home In the city, we bid you E. Siber and son, Baker City, Ore.;
welcome mong us.
L. C. Woods, Pueblo; S. H. Rldgway,
Belen.
faUt.M.. Pnt.nl, Taat. flood, ToOoM,
Plaant.
Episcopal
Holy
Church
St. John's
K.T.r Sicken, W.ak.n or Grip, Me, if, Ho. Kinf
old In bnlk. Th.
m.;
Sunday school
tablot .Umpad COO. communion at 7 a.
Jluaranload to our. ornnln.
Grand Central.
Tour mon.j back.
Starling Rm.d Co., Chicacs or N.Y. Jo) at 10 a. m.; morning service at 11 a.
Lester E. White; George Adams,
repeatand
anthems
music
m.,
Easter
AXKUAL SALE TEN MILLION BOXES
San Francisco.
ed with choir of thirty voices, special
prayer
sermon; evening
and sermon
Metropolitan.
P. R. Geer, Denver; henry Thomp
MAY
POSTPONE INSPECTION, at 7:30 p. m.

g

Coffee

40-ce- nt

LOAN
HONEY TOorgans,

NEWS OF THE CHURCHES.
"I fc.T. tnff.rM

Our

5

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

XXSaSSbSa-XXI.S-

JUST RIGHT

18 1103

PATENT8.
Protect your Ideas; no allowance; no fee; consultation free;
established 1864. MUo B. Stevens
Co., 891 14th St., Washington.

t

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

THE

0

ALU UUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATl)RDA

APRIL

18 PJ03

Early Times of
A Ibuquerque

Denver

Cmntributod by mn
Old-Tim-

tain.

To one unacquainted

with the road
these lesser roads are confusing, and
without information the taking of one
of these
leads to greater confusion, often to complete loss and often to destruction. The taking of one
upon Information may shortly lead to
death after a desperate life struggle
with your Informant and his gang, as
in the case of Col. Charles Potter, on
October 14, 1880. Colonel Potter was
connected with the United States geo
logical survey and was In this section
pothering ita of Its mineral resources
fov publication In the forthcoming cen- sti report. After remaining ten days
in this vicinity and visiting, among
other properties the then booming
H"!l canyon district, he left on October 12 for Santa Fe, through Tljeras,
expecting to visit the New Placers,
Golden and San Pedro. After leaving
Pan Antonio, about noon of October
14, Colonel Potter disappeared,
and
notwithetand'ng most diligent search
by United States and local officers
and a thousand dollars reward offered,
no tidings of the missing man were
obtained until nearly three months

later.

On December 28, 1880. Judge Lynch

held court at Dernalillo, and that night
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo was advised
that two men were hanging to a tree
In that town. Reaching there raly
the following morning the sheriff
found the bodies of two men hanging
by the same rope, one upon either end,
from the crotch of a cottonwood tree
at the rear of Schuster's store Now
that two bad men had been silenced
tome of the good men felt that their
tongues could be loosened, and it was
whispered that these bad men had
been members of the Marino Lelba
gang, which had been operating in Tl
jeras canyon, and it was thought one
of them could have told of the missing
American: that one of them had been
In possession of a very valuable gold
watch and chain, which he had at
tempted to sell in Bernalillo, and
which he had sold in Albuquerque.
That Information was enough to start
a good officer; it gave sufficient Bcent
for Sheriff Armijo to take and follow
an old trail, which lead to the solu
tion of the Potter mystery; to the discovery of a horrible murder, and to
the tragic ending of a deaperate band
who robbed for a pastime and who as
sassinated for booty, whether little or
great.
At the Jewelry store of J. K. Bayse,
In old town, was found and Identified
the watch and chain of Colonel Potter,
but the man who sold it was beyond
giving information.
8o the matter
stood for several weeks.
Toward the end of January, 1881,
Armijo learned that a Mexican had for
several days been living with the Is
leta Indians, and that he was riding a
fine "states" made saddle. From the
arrest of this man, Escolasto Perea
much information developed, and in
mediately Perfecto and posse went to
Tljeras canyon and upon his return
had as prisoners Miguel Herrera and
"California Joe."
From confessions, the story of the
murder was learned. On the morning
of October 14, Colonel Potter, mounted
on bis fine sorrel mare, and armed
with a revolver, left Tljeras, guided
by Herrera, for Golden. Earlier In the
day be bad received Information aa to
the route from Marino Lelba, "El Capl-tan,- "
who offered him the service of a
arrangement
guide. By
a meeting place in the heart of the
mountain had been selected, to which
the guide was to conduct his charge.
Through San Antonio and about a mile
beyond had the guide and the victim
traveled, when they turned into one of
and thence to the Chi- those
s

VERY ANNOYING.

Hardly Expresses What Albuquerque People 8ay of It.
Any itchiness of the skin Is annoying.
Little danger in itching skin dig.
eases.
But they make you miserable.
Doan's Ointment is a never failing
cure
For piles, eczema, all itching trou
bues.
Albuquerque citizens endorse It.
Mrs. It. E. Watte, rooming bouse,
202 North Second street, says:
"There came to my notice some time
ago a case of eczema or of some disease of the skin, which had resisted all
the efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at the Alva
rado Pharmacy and a course of the
treatment commenced. It gave post
tive relief after an application or two
and upon a continuation of it for some
time the annoyance ceased. This information should bo of untold value to
resident! of Albuquerque who are in
quest of an article upon which they
can depend to cure any itchiness of the
skin or eruption thereof."
For tale by all dealers. Price, 60
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
cents.
N. Y.. sole agenU for the United
States.
Rememoer the name Doan's and
take do substitute.
n
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Twelve miles east of Albuquerque Is
the Watermelon mountain, the principal road through which Is the Scissors pass. Six miles up the pass Is a
town named after the pass Tljeras.
Two miles farther la the town of St.
Anthony. Upon either side of the
j.rlnclpil pans are smaller passages to
cither settlements: to saw mills, and
to the fire wood districts of the moun-
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mal spring, where, true to pre arrange
ment, Ielba, Perea and Faustino Gu
tlerres appeared, and closing in from
all sides, surrounded Potter. Lelba,
without word, warning or opportunity
for defense, shot Potter, who lmmedl
ately pulled his gun and shot Lelba in
the arm. Then followed a general as
sault, four guns belching to a common
center. Potter and his horse that cen
ter. His horse was Shot, but he was
fighting. He killed Gutierrez' borse.
He fought as only a man will fight
with no cry for mercy, useless waste
of dying energy, with but six shots
he desperateagainst their twenty-fou- r
ly defended his few living moments.
Still astride his fallen and dying mare.
In the grasp of the tremor of death,
the death film obscuring his sight,
with his body bullet riddled, he fired
his last four shots without effect.
"He never said a word," confessed
each of his assassins. "He fight so
hard, he fight so brave that I was sor
ry," confessed one of them.
To hide their crime they mutilated
the body of the horse, and attempted
to cremate It together with the body
of their human victim. This was but
partially successful, and the charred
remains of Potter they buried in the
bed of a little spring brook, whence
It was disinterred by Perfecto Armijo
and brought into Albuquerque along
with his prisoners.
On the evening of January 31, 1881,
Miguel Herrera, "California Joe" and
Escolasto Perea were confined In the
eld town jail, charged with the mur
der of Charles Potter. The spectacle
of the following morning told the result of their punishment. How It was
Inflicted can only be told by one who
witnessed it. Gutierrez was arrested
a few days later, and on the night of
February 24 was tried, convicted and
executed at the old town all. A month
later Lelba was captured near Las Vegas, and there held upon a charge of
robbery. The Vegas people refused to
surrender him to our officers. Insisting
that all witnesses against him had left
the country. This was probably true.
But had he been brought, here he
might have been tried, and the "captain," the last member of his own
gang, might have joined the witnesses
pnd reorganized.
Lelba served a three years' term
from Vegas, and was comparatively
quiet for a time. Some years later he
was one of the murderers of Lackey
and Tes8ier, sheep men, in the vicinity
of the Macintosh sheep ranch. These
men were murdered in their own home
in daylight and their house fired. For
this crime Lelba was arrested three
miles from San Pedro, on the Albuquerque road, but not until after a
Winchester ball had passed through
his head. He was burled along side
the road a few feet from where he
fell. He rejoined his old followers,
and there was, undoubtedly, a hellish
reorganization. Prayers for their souls
would have been useless, unless the
Virgin Mary worked a miracle.
In this connection it may be said
that the whole expense of the annihila
tion of the Lelba gang was borne by
Sheriff Armijo, individually,
and
amounted to over $1,000; that he nev
er received any part of the reward or
any other recompense.
Wanted.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, if there Is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
not been cured and we also mean
their results, such as sour stomach,
formentatlon of food, habitual
nervous dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleepless
ness in fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liver? This medi
cine has been sold for many years in
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
of our books free of cost. If you never
tiled August Flower, try a
bot
tle first. We have never known of its
failing. If so, something more serious
is the matter with you. The
size has just been introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
G. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
25-ce-

25-ce-

O Rielly & Co.

LAS VEQAS.

THE POPCLAIt LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....
The Tourltta' Favorite Route to all Mountain Reaorta. The only
line paaalng through 8alt Lake City tn route to Paclfla Coaat.
Through Sleeping Car between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prlnga, Grand Junction, 8alt Lako
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angela.
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

pcis ple&.saitly't

J. A. EDbON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
ni- vuv;i , vuiu,
8. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
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Syrup of Figs appeals to the cultured and the
and to the healthy, because its
component parts are simple and wholesome
and because it acts without disturbing the
natural functions, as it is wholly free from
every objectionable quality or substance.
In
the process of manufacturing figs are used, as
they are pleasant to the taste, but the medicinal virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained from
an excellent combination of plants known to
be medicinally laxative and to act most beneficially. To get its beneficial effects buy
the genuine manufactured by the
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Ely's Cream Balm
Guy anl pleasant to
Contain no InDsn.

Patty; second vice president, Mrs.
Winternitz; third vice president, Mrs.
Whitmore; fourth vice president, Mrs.

COMriERCIAL

CLUB BUILDINO.

Trees! Trees! Trees!

Grip hemedies in Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are in
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
grippe by using Chamberlaln'a Cough
Remedy after trying several other preparations with no effect. For sale by
all druggists.

DO VOU WANT

sOL

Thoroughly

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KAN3A8 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

GRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor

Nothing has ever equalled it
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
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The Dally Citizen,

15

Dr. King's

G. W. VALLERY, General A'ent
DENVER.

Nov Discovery

cents per week.

Men Suffering
often

from loss of nervous force

owe

theirrniiriiiinn to youthful iguuiance- From the Optic.
that fearful enemy to health.
Miss Pearl Price, who was the victim
It is the htiMiiew of .i'ieuce to repair
the damage canned by the thoughtless
F.
janes,'
C.
E.
A.
of a painful scald accident a tew days
of yout h.
practices
Consulting Mining Engineer
ago, is able to be around again.
Nervous Debility never get well of
Field assistant U. a. UeoU.lcal Surve
Itself.
Its
victims drug through a
Miss Hannah Friedman has been
miserable exiatcucc, weak, listless,
Albuquerque, N. u.
dcapoudeuL
quite seriously ill for several days past,
Correspondence solicited.
suffering intensely from an abscess of
o
Early spring styles 01 V. L. Douglas
the ear, but is better today. Grandma
are
shoes
Every style is
at
hand.
Friedman, too, has beeu confined to
her bed with a severe cold since Sun shown from the patent leather vlcl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf workday.
literally feed the hungry nerves, giving
Simon
C. S. Eaton, a young man who has ing styles, at $3 and $3.50.
them the precie iui redlenla lc
mandeil bv nature. This wonderful
been in the employ of Charles Ilfeld at Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
remedy cures Nervou Ivbllity, stnns
the Plaza, will leave to assume the
all drains, replaces wasted tissues,
FURNISHED ROOMS.
sends
rich, wunn life blood tlnxliiig
management of the hardware depart- for light housekeeping, with or with
through every p.irt, making every or.
ment of the establishment of T. W. out board. Inquire at Minneapolis
Kan actaud ciuing you to glow with
Ileal lb.
Balleu. Many Ijis Vegas friends will House, between Hunlng and Coal, on
wish him good luck.
tl 00 per box: t boxes (with guaranSecond street.
tee to cure V
1'fcAL
book free.
The public library building is a go
Mkuicinu Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
We are headquarters for lace cur
all right and the city fathers are ask&
Co.
For sale hj B. H. - legs
ing for bids for the plans and specifica- tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
305
avenue.
Railroad
Faber,
tions to be made to the committee of
public works. The cost of the building
Spring suits of superior quality and
t In taHai
i an,1 ihni.l.i t,
is not to be more than $10,000, plumb- superior workmanship. A picked show
ing, heating, lighting and all other ac- Ing of the best products of the season
MARVEL Whirling Spray
,
a
Iba nMf Valul
cessories included. The bids will be The very latest novelties In the finest
turn and burinm.
closed May 9.
4 Coi'f ni?
grades of pure wool casslmeres and
The election of officers of the
pure worsted cheviots. The biggest iafe rMr4krmiat tV. u
Relief Boclety resulted as follows: stock of clothing ever brought to the Ixili'J,:,4u,,niut
President, Mrs. F. Higgins; secretary, territory. Call around and let us show trii !L"C i51" ,Umf tot mo.
vta..B
J,! a.
flsll
Mrs. A. Hartman; treasurer. Mrs. J. G. you.
SIMON STERN,
McNary; first vice president, Mrs.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Time.
Aw Vrh.
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"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of Hie trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

Patron ge Solicited,

ENf.YROYAL PILLS

Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Report. A variety of interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Homo
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

Burlington.

Clean Stock

..Santa ITe Nursery..
Only Uraulaa.
Ori(laT
Q
l i.ill.
llrufrtrt
Alwrv.tt!il.l
S'V'i.'NSAFE.
(
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A badge of

SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPING
LIt-Yru- r

The Oreat Republican
Paper of America,

TP RES?

Acclamated-Nic- e

Send for Price

I .nUlC;
L4UUI0

WEEK

THE OLOBE PRtNTINQ CO.. St. Louis Mo.

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

COMING EVENT8.
April 28 Concert and ball at Co
lombo hall by Italian band.
May 6 President Roosevelt will
visit Albuquerque.

Taxpayer of precincts 13 and 26, of
the city of Albuquerque, can leave
their tax returns at the office of F. H.
Kent, on Third street, for the next
few days, where the assessor has established an office for the purpose.

Q-- f

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Mills.

Danger of Cold and Grip.
The greatest danger from colds and
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia.
If reasonable care Is used, however,
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
taken, all danger will be avoided.
Among the tens of thousands who have
used this remedy for these. diseases we
have yet to learn of a single case re
sulting In pneumonia, which shows
conclusively that It Is a certain preventative of that dangerous disease.
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
grip in less time than any other treatment. It la pleasant and safe to take.
For sale by all druggists.

'

P.-N.-

T.WICE EVERY

The Great Newspaper of the World

.

EVER"
a

Call on Agent for full Information
8yatem, El Paao, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

CATARRH

HEAD

O

W

Kansas City, St. Ilouis, Chicago or Memphis and Principal Points.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 2yi,
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

jur Inns driif.
it is quick Ijr absorbed.
Give Keller at once.
It Open and Cleanse
me nasai runui, COLD N
AllriTS liillsmtnatton.
t
tlu
Ileal and Protects the Membrane.
of Taste and Binell. Large 8ze, Hi cent a!
DrugirfcM or hy mall Trial 8Ue, 10 cents by mail.
KLV BHOTUKUS. 64 Warren Street, New York

I

"THE FA3TE8T

For tale by all leadlnj Druggists, in original package
name of tne Company.

CT.EANSINO
a'U HEALING
CURB OR

na...

well-inform- ed

m
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For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.
back If It fall. Trial Bottle fraa.

A Perfect
Cure
Money

1

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon .securii
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by unlng these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for HernalUlo couni- 1

If you want to

Advertise ia newspprs
anywhere at anytime
call on or

w
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The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the beat of the lower altitudes Is never
Although not generally known summer Is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty mlnotes. so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig .a lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cor
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country aa to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella,"

L C Dale's Advertising Agency
to-i-

SI'Ti hunt.

Bun Francisco

Kxrhiir
- CL.

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
want roa stss to
CURTIS NEWHALL
CO.
tOS ANatkie, CALIFORNIA

The Mexican

Central

Is prepared t furnish you with thr best of accommodations
points In Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico

W, 0. MEAD,
A, El Paso.

a

to

"i

C R. HUDSON,
O. F. ft P. A..Mexleo.
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Ingmen ran bring themselves to see
that this Is the golden time to let well
enough alone they will be doing them
selves and tbelr country a loyal

NEW CURE FOR

CONSUMPTION

nteresting Items About the Great
American Metropolis.
BRYAN

TO

VISIT THE

CITY,

New York, April 18

Much Interest
manifested In William J. Bryan's
approaching east, especially l.y Brook- lynites lefore whom he will deliver a
said that on this oc
lecture." It
casion Mr. Bryan will be used as a
mouthpiece for the opponents of the
program. Public an
nouncement of the event has not yet
been made for the reason that certain
formalities must first be observed. It
Is known, however, that there has al
ready been private communication between Mr. Bryan and "antl" leaders
in Brooklyn and Edward M. Shepard
or Justice Gaynor will be presiding
officer at the meeting.
1

The coaching trips which have be
come an established feature of spring
In the Smart Set are doing much for
the smaller towns through which the
parties pass and a qtia.nt
English tone Is creeping over the var
ious Inns at which the stops are made.
As a sport coaching Is to be commended, for it certainly Is picturesque and
Is one of its chief
its
charms.

Over Eighty Per Cent in the First Stage and
Seventy Per Cent In the Second Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the

The same people that operated the
moving sidewalks at the Chicago and
NEW OZONOFORM TREATMENT
Paris Expositions are seeking the
right to place moving platforms on the
Brooklyn and East River bridges. They
claim that these platforms have long
As to a cure for consumption, there has been enJless theorizing
since passed the experimental stage,
numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
and
having a record of 2.700,000 persons
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
safely carried at the 1893 world's fair
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
end 9.000,000 at the Paris Exposition,
without a single serious accident.
There are of course very rertlnent reasons why these "discovThe Rapid Transit Commission, howerers" should withhold from the public information as to the nature
ever. Is not enthusiastic over the Idea
of their remedies, but if this Is necessary, it is hardly likely to beget
The dinner of the Canton society end It is doubtful If the franchise will
widespread confidence.
next Friday evening will !e a very he granted.
grand affair. Associate Justice Day
THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
of the supreme court will be the guest
Ie Is surprising the variety and numnew
Ozonoform
The
Treatment for Consumption which has been
of honor and Senator Hanna. Foraker ber of articles that are felt on the
introduced by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and Is now being tried with the
and other Ohloans are expected to at elevated and surface cars by travellers
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Buildtend, besides other Influential politic' in New York. These things accuming, San Antonio, ia sharply differentiated from the other
ana. This is the second big reception ulate so rapidly that each year the
given in New York within a week various companies auction off the colcures first Is the fact that its nature la openly proclaimed by its
with more than usual political signi lection of articles that are never claimoriginator, Dr. Kretchmeyer of Berlin, and second, that it is founded,
'
ficance attached to it, the Amen Cor ed. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit will
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
ner" spread at the Fifth Avenue hotel In a few days hold its annual sale at
but on the results of years of study and experimentation alon the lines
which sealskins sacques, silk waists,
last night having been the first.
which modern scientific thought has indicated as the most likely to
and other expensive items
The wonderful power of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound over the diseases of woman
bring about satisfactory results.
The liquor men in New York and will be disposed of. Last year the
not because it is a palliative, but simply because it is the urns!
kind is not because it in a stimulant,
Brooklyn are planning and have put In company turned over to the Employes'
wonderful tonic and reconstructor ever discovered to act directly upon tho whole uterine system, positively
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
execution already all sorts of retaliat Benefit Association $1900 derived from
CUKING disease and restoring Jiealth and vigor.
description
A
of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
full
Marvelous cures are reported from all parts of the country by women who have been cured, trained ' ory measures because of the excise the sale of lost articles.
much information of value to consumptives is contained in a book
tax law. A reduction of three ounces
nurses who have witnessed cures, and physicians who have recognized the virtue in Lydia
which has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It is a handsomely
Over 65.000 immigrants arrived at
of beer has been made by many
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and are fair enough to give credit where it is due.
Illustrated work, and everyone interested in the subject should write or
saloon keepers and whiskey too may this port during the month of March,
of 7,700 over the same
Vegetable Compound, be measured out so there will be no an increase year.
Dr. Fielding at the Ulcks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
One of Many Women Cured by Lydia E.
This month opened
four fingered drinks. De- month last
chance
for
of it It is sent free of charge.
Operation,
spite rumors to the contrary, however, with the arrival of nearly 10,000
X woo a gicaif DUUVICI iui uiiot jdimo. unu - inu vi viiu ivaiuiig
ujoiviuiin)
AJJiAtt Ulna. X l.HlldX
the free lunch will hardly he abolished. aliens, making it almost record break
and they all said nothing but an operation would cure me, but to that I would not submit.
The patrons of the saloons now regard ing day. Holy Thursday came next in this city on April 6 by Rev. W. A.
44 1
The Dally Citizen, 15 cents per week."
picked up a paper and saw your advertisement and made up my mind to try your medicine. I the free lunch as inherent rights and with nearly 9,000 arrivals.
Cooper, pastor of the M. E. church.
pains
of
across
all
small
time,
bark,
of
flow
whites
the
a
and
womb
of
and inflammation
the
had falling
be
Institution
should
if
alolished.
the
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Mrs. T. D. Burns and two daughters, Trabajo en los Campos de BeUbel, en
One of the most unique churches In
nl was xw iue wiuiuuv
severe tneauacne,
paui ui au. ocuo uumi ti useu.1 yuur uiruiviuv. It Is said that their resentment might
uiu
Rocky Ford, Colorado.
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Wm, Fraser, the Chlllll sheep raiser.
Is In the city on business.
He will
return to bis ranch on Thursday, and
begin preparations for lambing and
shearing. If no cold winds, Mr. Fraser
predicts the biggest lambing season
ever known for the Chllilt country
fcheep men.
George H. Canlff, of Cleveland, Ohio,
came in from the south this morning,
and was met at the depot by Mrs.
Nellie Blulm and Miss Mabel Senyard,
visitors here also from Cleveland,
Ohio. While In El Paso, Mr. Canlff
purchased from Mr. Hlxon, Jeweler,
the latter's fine angora cat. Parts, Jr.,
paying for it 1100. The cat took second prize at Rochester, N. Y.
A. J. Sampson, representative of the
American Beet Sugar company at
Rocky Ford, Colo., Is expected here In
a few days In search of men for the
planting and cultivating season. He
says the prospects for the coming
summer are brighter than ever before.
There is plenty of water, the ground
Is in good condition and the number
of acres planted to beets this year will
"s r:w 8tm street factory.
th s?otw swoeSTco.LOUIS.
surpass all previous years by a good
O. 8. A.
.
deal. The sugar beet has transformed
the once arid waste of the Las Animas
country into a vast garden.
2
The Las Vegas Optic says: R. B.
A
LATEST STYLES IN LADIES' OXFORDS
s
Thomas general manager of tne
BO to S1.78
Consolidated Smelter company,
BLACK DONGOLA ...
operating copper and lead plant at Las
SZ.29 to B3.00
BLACK VIC I KID
Cerrlllos, N. M., passed through the
PATENT KID
S3.00 to S2.BO city last night, returning to the scene
of activity from an eastern business
oo-oooo-oo-otrip. Mr. Thomas reports excellent
conditions in the smelter town. ConBEST IN FLAVOR,
siderable copper and lead ore has been
brought from the surrounding camps,
and the company's Hardscrabble mines
best In yield, best In popular esteem at Magdalena are furnishing a goodly
of all vegetable growers, Trotter's supply.
seeds are unsurpassed for health and
v!gor. Plant your garden with them
Red Men, Attention!
and your crop will bo enormously
There will be a stated council of
plentiful.
Navajo Tribe, No. 3. Improved Order
of Red Men, on Monday night, at
Knights of Pythias hall. All members
requested to be present. By order of
the sachem. C. F. Roberts, chief of
records.
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
The very beat BOCK BEER on
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
draft at the popular Zelger's Cafe
A good free lunch.
tonight.
lar Priced Shoe Store, 208 West RailThe
Lunch at the Club tonight.
road avenue.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Look Into Kleinwort's marke. on pleasure is all yours.
North Third street He has the nicest
The Saturday night lunch at Zelger's
"resh meats In the city.
rua a modern Hospital Am
Try a glass of the Southwestern Cafe has just the right degree of appeBrewery and Ice company's bock tizing quality, which Is so essential,
bulance D iy and Night
o
beer. The best In the city.
If you want to enoy a fine glass of
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
Elethe city of Albuquerque, can leave BOCK BEER call at the White
Prompt and Careful Service
their tax returns at the office of F. H. phant tonight.
Kent, on Third street, for the next
It's your own fault If you miss an
few days, where the assessor has es
BOTH PHONES.
enjoyable lunch at the White Elephant
tablished an office for the purpose.
North Second 8L
tonight.
In order to make room for advanced
o
summer styles Mrs. D. D. Coverdale,
You have all heard of the Club,
at the "No Name" store will sell all where the best lunch Is served. If not
street hats at a great reduction on Fri- come around tonight.
MONFY TO LOkis
day and Saturday of this week. Now
o
On diamonds, watcnen. uti .. r any Is your opportunity to get a very cty-llsBOCK BEER at White Elephant toood security; also douhhooVI goods
street hat at a very low figure.
night, with a fine free lunch on the
stored wjth me; stnuuy coctideatial.
Hignesi cash price paid (or household
side.
BRAND
IRIS
jooui Automatic 'phone 120.
KITTEN, 114 Gold avenue of California Canned Goods and our
!
Enjoy yourself and Indulge In a
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
glass of bock beer made by the South
r-- trial, we know we can please
jjeu.
CITY NEWS.
western Brewery and Ice company. It
D. WEILLER & CO.,
is better than ever.
Japanese and China matting In all
Gold Avenue Grocers.
o
grades at Albert Kaber's. 305 Railroad
Your Money's Worth.
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,
avenue.
We make no extra charge on our
We" eau suppiy your wants in oil buy bread anywhere, but If you want spring suits because they are made by
home-madcloth, and linoleum. The largest stock good, light,
any particular firm. You pay for the
to select from at Albert Kaber's 305 bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes, goods only, not for any particular
Railroad avenue.
this Is the place. You cannot buy such brand. But we guarantee every suit
Our spring stock of ladies' oxfords as we bake anywhere else. You will and will replace any unsatisfactory
has been selected with the greatest And everything that we bake the best garment free of charge.
SIMON STERN,
care possible as to style and wearing Our prices the lowest for the quality.
quality. Every pair Is built to fit and
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
o
to give the mott comfort. Do not
The Citizen 15 cents per week.
fall to examine them at C. May's Popu A15.

Fresh From the Factory

Cer-rillo-

SI.

ooooooo

F. F. TROTTEB

201-21-

h

Taw

well-bake-

e

Ayers
Hair Viaor
Only 35? Yea look at least
60! Restore color to your

gray hair. Keep young.
Why not? No need growing old so fast. No excuse
now that you Know how
Ayer's Hair Vigor always
restores color.
L.Tult.:
Hugh Trotter, a short time ago. resigned his position at the Jaffa Groc
ery company and will soon open a gro- eery store for himself at the store
room on North Second street recently
vacated by J. W. Edwards, the under-

MONARCH
SHIRTS

EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

Few Facts Relative to Our Ready Made Clothing

Suits over 200 distinctly new patterns are
Our entire Spring line of Men's Ready-to-Wenow at hand. They are the products ol the foremost manufacturers each suit being perfect in fashion, fabric, finish and fit, no matter the value. They comprise the largest, most
complete line r f Men's Suits ever on sale in the southwest. We can fit any man no matThe price on ever suit is right marked honestly, conscientiously and
ter the size.
extremely low considering the quality. These are not boasts we know whereof we
speak, but to &ubsUntiate the above and to make it worth your while to investigate, we offer
INSURED CLOTHING
Any suit which goes wrong, either in wear or quality, will be replaced by one of equal value
ar

A new upright piano for rent. In- quire at The Whltson Music Co.
o
J. M. Sandoval was at Las Vegas

Ihursday on a visit to relatlvco and
friends.

A Great Sensation.
There was a big sensation In Lees-vlllInd., when W. H. Brown of that
place, who was expected to die, had
his life saved by Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. He writes:
"I endured Insufferable agonies from
asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." Similar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
bronchitis and grip are numerous.
It's the peerless remedy for all throat
an lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1.
Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
bottles free.

Distinctive Feature About
Our Ready Made Clothe

Shoulders
mrm

cumtom-tailore-

arm

nt.

Collars

Pockets

mada to

mt

o

The pleasures of a Saturday evening
are Incomplete without lunching at

taratlonm.

15 and 18
Over a hundred new pattern to select from equal to the' $25
quality Coats made In 3 or
button tacks with the new rounded
corners all lined with the
finest material throughout made from
all the new high class woolen novelties In Imported Worsteds, Cassimeres and Covert Cloths.
made-to-ord-

pat-tern-

night.

ahapa.

FOR

Suits for every day wear and for dress
that elsewhere sell as high as $15
made in unfinished worsteds and
s
cassimeres in many new novelty
sack coats and
3 or
single or double breasted.
SPECIAL
well
A fine Black Clay Worsted
valu
a
$15
far Easter
$13

Bock beer made by the Southwestern Brewery and Ice company will be
on tap Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
o
Zelger's Cafe, on the corner, Is noted
for those fine lunches on a Saturday

arm mada vrlth
In. outlat
allowing a I --

3-- 4

Don't mag out

$8-10-- 12

o

..Seams..

arm mmt smart
mud high

FOR

If you enjoy a lunch Saturday night
before going home, you will be served
at the White Elephant.

Zelger's Cafe.

Distinctive Feature About
Our Ready Made Clothe

arm patant
non - aagabia,
man't ba

d

mnd

One of those fine lunches that go
with BOCK BEER at Zelger's Cafe tonight. Everybody invited.

cut-a-wa- y

o

The bock beer made by the Southwestern Brewery and Ice company is
seven months old, and for purity and
flavor cannot he excelled.

.FOR S20 and S22.

.........

to a
would do
We are showing the most fashionable and exclusive line of suitsi ever. on Aldisplay here
. . AamAmI. credit
X:
m
.. .4 CnMll.k
!
wie
siyies
approved
in
tne
our
iron
all
latest
made
size
eitv twice
mlxtures,and Silk and Wool Stripe Novelties every suit made for style and service.

o

The White Elephant for a delicious
Saturday night lunch. Drop In and
lunch with us.
D. WEILLER at CO.

GROCERS.
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh,

DELICATESSEN STORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tico
& CO.,
Are you acquainted with the fine kle your palate. D. WEILLER
Grocers.
Gold
Avenue
lunch served at the Crab? If not, it is
very easy to get acquainted.
McSPADDEN-SPRINGE-

MONEYIOLOAN

R

TRANSFER COMPANY

On diamonds, watches or any good

security. Great bargains
of every description.

K

L

POST

STENOGRAPHY

In watches

Best Grades..

AND TYPEWRITING

Cctton add Rubber
Carden Hose

Mfss L. M. Johnston
Hose Nozzles

who is a graduate of the Smith Business Colleg, at Paducah,
North Third street,
Ky , has fitted up parlors at 113
where she will teach Stenography ano Tvtewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.

h

CLOTHING

& CO.

HARDWARE

HAUL ANYTHING
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
Piano Moving a Specialty.
Colo. Phone 48
north of postofflce.
Auto. Phone 297
9 tZt2XZt&XJl2X!2JLZZtJZl9

FINE

91.23

A

taker.

a
Steln-Bloc-

Announcement Extraordinary!
,

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
COHPLETE LINE OF
QARDIN TOOLS.

Stylish Dressers
Always appreciate a stock of well selected merchandise; We can
assure you that our large and complete stock of wearables for men
and boys is beyond a doubt the finest selection of high grade good

signs the OSTEOPATHIC KILL,
GOVERNOR OTERO
Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Grad-

in New Mexico.
I

3'i

cood

Walkover Shoes
This celebrated shoes is sold exclusively by us, and
is really a live dollar shoe in style,
durability and appearance
J"
" .

uates of recoffniied Osteopathic colleges to practice in New Mexico.
The egal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his olllce for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Specialty Osteopathy

twt,om

0

The Plngrce Shoe
i

i

V

V."

A

is the finest dress shoe to be found.
ble and honest in all of its muny
good jMtints
and

Dressy, dura- -

urn PPH

5.
Dutchess Trousers
S4.00

S2.50-S3.00-S3.50-S4.-

S

amfiwuim. . 04

Mtmtaon mtiH

Mata 94.00

00

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Have .You Seen Tbut Case of

Pine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

We Also Carry a Larjt Stock of

Carpenters' Tools

(BMH(HtBBBBBMtBtBaB1(BBBWSSBHHSSBM
We"pay you 10 cents for a suspender button; SO cents for a r tp in
the waistbartl, and $.oofor a rip in the seat or elsewhere, This
guarantee goes with each and tvery pair sold.

Bova' Ham

ahoaa
Calf
mi. mo

As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cent cigars for twenty five cents.

and

Fine Goods

4 for 25 cents
Clear Havana

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

WEST GOLD AVENUE.

Postal Pharmacy

